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PEOPLE ALL OVER
FRANCE WORK
WITH INRIA.
RESEARCH
CENTERS.

PROJECT-TEAMS
ACTIVE IN 2008.

190

MILLION EURO
BUDGET,
20% OF WHICH IS
SELF-FUNDED

In the last forty years, INRIA has become the key player in research on
information and communication science and technology (ICST) in France. To stay
a step ahead of the economic and social revolution brought about by progress
in this area, the Institute has boosted its development and its international
reputation thanks to its scientiﬁc excellence and highly prestigious partnerships.
Digital technology is now part of everyday life. It is stimulated by dynamic
scientiﬁc developments where INRIA plans to match fundamental research with
the needs of society, by making its contribution to key sectors for the future:
medicine, biology, the environment, energy and security.

INTERVIEW WITH THE CEO

What was the major accomplishment
in 2008?
The major event of the year was the opening
of three new INRIA research centers, Lille –
Nord Europe, Saclay – Ile de France and Bordeaux – Sud Ouest, which have all successfully
completed their first year operating in their
own right. The opening of these new research
centers demonstrates INRIA’s continuing good
health and dynamism. The centers were part
of our commitments set out under the fouryear strategic plan signed with the State and
were all up and running according to schedule.
I would like to pay tribute to the dedication
shown by all the Institute’s personnel and to
the support received from our academic and
institutional partners. The commitment and
solidarity shown by researchers and administrative personnel alike have played a decisive
role in ensuring the effectiveness and success
of such development. This is a major achievement, since INRIA’s activity now covers the
whole of Metropolitan France.

Did the Institute’s reputation across
Europe improve in the course of 2008?
INRIA consolidated its positioning in Europe

4
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INRIA Chairman and CEO

in 2008. Researchers from our laboratories
and those of our partners were selected by the
European Research Council from among the top
scientists in Europe for the excellence of their
work and the originality of their forward-looking
approach. This is something of which we can all
be justiﬁably proud. The year was remarkable
for the number and the quality of the projects
selected under the 7th Framework Programme,
even in the face of growing competition.
We should also mention that, by the end of the
year, around thirty framework agreements had
been signed with our academic partners. These
agreements redefine our relations in light of
current developments in the world of research.
They are proof that our strategy, which places
us in the role of a project agency alongside universities, is recognised by our partners. I would
also like to highlight the signature, this year, of
framework agreements with industrial firms
including Alcatel and ST Microelectronics. Other
top scientiﬁc partnerships have been launched
with EDF and Total.

mainly be reﬂected in the construction of new
buildings for our teams in Bordeaux, who are
currently working at their partners’ laboratories. We also plan to set up a branch of the
Rocquencourt Center in Paris.
A second objective, one that is especially close
to my heart, is to do all we can to strengthen
research in Europe. We are going to set up joint
research teams between European organizations, along the lines of the INRIA model that
has proved so successful with our partners
in France. By joining forces with researchers
outside the Institute, we will be able to put the
project-team model to the test at European
level.
Lastly, INRIA is an active participant in discussions over the reform of the French system of
research in ICST and Applied Mathematics. In
this respect, we are involved in the national
coordination of research and innovation that
the Minister for Research wants to develop
with the aim of organizing the ICST research
al research
community and defining national
programmes. N

MICHEL COSNARD
has been Chairman
and CEO of INRIA
since 2006. Convinced
that information and
communication science
and technology (ICST)
are crucial to the future
of society, he has
worked tirelessly to
position INRIA within
the elite circle of the
world’s leading research
institutes in this ﬁeld.

What are your ambitions for 2009?
Our primary objective is to consolidate the
existence of the three new centers. This will

INRIA ANNUA
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HIGHLIGHTS

1

2

JANUARY
Michel Cosnard and Claude
Kirchner, the center’s Director,
opened the INRIA Bordeaux –
Sud-Ouest Research Center on
the Bordeaux 1 University campus.
At the same time, INRIA and
Bordeaux University signed their
scientiﬁc partnership agreement.

APRIL
The INRIA Lille – Nord Europe
Research Center was opened by
Michel Cosnard and Max Dauchet,
the center’s Director. To mark the
occasion, INRIA and Lille University
of Science and Technology signed their
scientiﬁc partnership agreement on
further cooperation between the two
institutions.
INRIA presented its strategic plan
for the period 2008-2012
INRIA announced its scientiﬁc
priorities with a view to meeting
major economic and social challenges.
This plan is the result of forwardplanning by all the staff.

6
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3

Agropolis Fondation and INRIA
agreed to pursue key, internationallyrecognized interdisciplinary research
on digital modeling of plants and
ecosystems.

MAY
The second Rendez-vous de l’INRIA
Forum was held in Brussels.
The aim was to discuss best practices
in the area of technology transfer.
Participating in the debate were key
players and prominent members
of the research and innovation
community, the European Commission
and the European Parliament.

4

The aim of this partnership is to design
the communication networks of the
future. Accompanied by French Prime
Minister, François Fillon, and Stephen
Harpen, his Canadian counterpart,
Michel Cosnard signed a cooperation
agreement with MITACS, the Canadian
network of centers of excellence in
mathematics and computer science.

SEPTEMBER
Joseph Sifakis was appointed as
Head of the new Research Chair set
up by INRIA and Schneider Electric in
association with Digiteo for research
into intelligent embedded systems.

JUNE

OCTOBER

INRIA research teams played host
to secondary school pupils,
prizewinners of the Olympiades
nationales de mathématiques.

INRIA, the EADS Foundation and
the École polytechnique inaugurated
a Joint Chair in Mathematical
Modeling and Numerical Simulation.

JULY

NOVEMBER

Alcatel-Lucent and INRIA
inaugurated their joint laboratory for
research on autonomous networks.

Event — The Life Science Computing
Conference
INRIA organized an international

1 Éric Besson, then Minister of State with
responsibility for Forward Planning, Public Policy
Assessment and Development of the Digital
Economy, at the inauguration of the joint INRIA
and Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs laboratory.
2 Claude Kirchner, Director of the Bordeaux –
Sud-Ouest Research Center, presents the INRIA
Project-Teams to Alain Rousset, President of the
Aquitaine Regional Council. 3 Martine Aubry, Mayor
of Lille, opens the Lille – Nord Europe Research
Center. 4 Speech given by Catherine Trautmann
at the second Rendez-vous de l’INRIA Forum
in Brussels. 5 INRIA’s stand at the European City
of Science.

5

6 INRIA’s Visiting Committee. From left to right: W. Zwaenepoel, EPFL, Switzerland;
W. Wahlster, DFKI and Universität des Saarlandes, Germany; C. Schmidt-Lainé, CEMAGREF,
France; Y. Barbaux, EADS, France; G. Van Ortmerssen, TNO, the Netherlands; J. Vitter, Purdue
University, USA; J.-C. Latombe, Stanford University, USA; F. Honsell, Università di Udine, Italy.
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conference in Paris, devoted to
emerging technologies in the Life
Sciences. The aim was to bridge
the gap between Bioinformatics
and the pharmaceutical industry.
ICT Event
The European Commission held
an event in Lyon bringing together
players in information and
communication science and technology
(ICST). INRIA was involved in around
ten of the projects showcased as well
as many of the lectures.
In 2008, France’s Fête de la Science
was based on the theme of Europe.
INRIA presented its Digital City at the
European City of Science at the Grand
Palais in Paris.

DECEMBER
The Visiting Committee

For further information:
www.inria.fr/actualites/
vuealaune.fr.html

INRIA PLAYED HOST
TO ITS VISITING COMMITTEE
FROM 18 TO 20 DECEMBER 2008
In December, INRIA played host to an international
audit committee for the third time since 2002.
The committee included eight experts from American,
Italian, Swiss, German, Dutch, British and French
universities and organizations, together with
an industry representative in the person of the Head
of EADS Research Centers. For two and a half days,
a series of presentations and discussions regarding
INRIA’s strategy, organization, growth and its
academic and industrial partnerships was held.
This provided an opportunity to compare the progress
made with the objectives set out in the 2006-2009
four-year contract signed with the French government
and with the previous strategic plan. The report will
enable the Institute to assess its progress in terms
of research, strategy and organization.
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RESEARCH AND THE STAKES INVOLVED

From weather report to global warming, from MRI to doctor’s
clinic, from mobile phone to planes and cars, information
and communication science and technology (ICST)
is everywhere in our daily lives. It plays an essential role
in every sector of human activity.
IPARLA
Direct manipulation of a 3D object
using a multipoint touch screen.

CST contributes to scientific and
technological progress, productivity
gains and growth. In revolutionising
the ways in which we communicate,
interact and produce goods, ICST also
plays a part in bringing about radical changes in society. And it generates new, interdisciplinary, scientiﬁc
challenges.

I

New possibilities and functions
ICST plays a key role in industrial
innovation thanks to the possibilities
opened up in terms of work organization, engineering and production. Its
importance is also due to the integration of sensors, actuators, communication and data-processing interfaces
in all sorts of products, providing
novel functions. We are seeing spectacular growth in electronic interchanges of services over the Web:
the possibilities of connecting to the
Web via everyday objects are increasing and access to content is becoming
ever more intuitive.
Digital technology of every kind is
now part of our everyday lives: it is
found in all electronic administrative
tools, in discussions on blogs and in
transport systems, which it makes
more reliable. ICST is a key factor
in improving secure interchanges

8
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and protecting privacy, thanks to
cryptography or intrusion detection
techniques.

A vital role in healthcare
More specifically, the role of ICST
in improving healthcare practices
is becoming increasingly apparent.
New medical imaging and measurement techniques enable us to obtain
detailed and personalised representations, model the effects of drugs
or the development of epidemiological diseases more precisely, provide
robotized assistance devices for
surgery and design palliative treatment systems for sensory or motor
disabilities.
It can help us deal with environmental challenges related to climate and
ocean change as well as the issues
involved in sustainable development,
food and energy sources. It allows us to
develop tools for predicting changes to
all sorts of phenomena, design adaptation and prevention strategies, analyse
scenarios and assess the risks inherent in speciﬁc development policies.
The visualisation possibilities afforded
by ICST mean that we can evaluate
phenomena more accurately and thus
encourage the implementation of preventive measures.

A major driving force
for scientiﬁc progress
The avenues opened up by ICST,
briefly described here, radiate out
through society to such an extent that
they create new problems and reveal
new cracks in our world.
They give rise to new scientiﬁc challenges related to changes in the scale
or complexity of the systems studied.
The Internet, for example, interconnects over 2 billion devices, a figure that is constantly rising as more
and more intelligent objects can be
connected.
The volume of data to be processed will
increase from 160 billion Gigabytes (Gb)

SYMBIOSE
Graphic representation of
a gene network (close-up).

AROBAS
Hannibal, an experimental robot
equipped with cameras and laser
beams, can perceive and model
its environment to move around
autonomously.

in 2006 to 1,000 billion Gb in 2010, implying a need to develop new management
systems.
Lastly, ICST opens up vast perspectives
for developing scientific knowledge in
just about every other field. Developments in computer science mean that
we can now combine different levels of
description and analysis of various phenomena to create and integrate digital
models on a huge range of scales, from
a single cell to an organ, a plant to an
entire ecosystem.
Multiphysical models are also being
studied in the industrial design and
production sector with a view to specifying and designing objects by entirely

digital methods using virtual prototyping techniques.
INRIA’s strategic plan for 2008-2012
has been developed precisely to play
a part in meeting challenges such as
these. N

FLOWERS
A researcher from the
FLOWERS project-team,
specializing in developmental
and social robotics.
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FIELDS OF APPLICATION

Between now and 2012, INRIA will be focusing its research
activities on seven key areas with interrelated applications.
COMMUNICATIONS

MODELING
Combining mathematics and computer
science, modeling serves to mathematically
describe meteorological, physical,
geological and physiological phenomena
in order to understand, analyse and predict
them more effectively.

PROGRAMMING
At the very core of computer science,
programming attempts to ensure software
security and reliability and resolve problems
concerning conﬁdentiality, authentication,
data protection and traceability, etc.

TRANSPORT

COMMUNICATING
Some of the challenges that communication
technology will have to face include designing
the networks and infrastructure for the Internet
of the future and developing the knowledge
and services Web.

INTERACTING

MOISE
Simulating the ﬂow of
the Pearl River in China will
make it possible to identify
the falling stage.

ENVIRONMENT

Interaction between the real and the virtual
and interchange between man and machine
require software control of sight, touch,
gesture, natural language and speech.
Robotics is another promising ﬁeld with
potential applications in many sectors.
AGRICULTURE

COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES
Combining modeling, simulation, visualisation
and high-performance computing, research
in this area aims to develop models for biology,
agronomics, ecology and for the study
of ecosystems and materials.

COMPUTATIONAL MEDICINE
COMPUTATIONAL ENGINEERING
This involves the virtual design and
development of complex prototype systems
featuring embedded software and
guaranteed performance.

10
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This ﬁeld of research seeks to develop
models of organs for improving
the diagnosis and treatment of illnesses
such as cancer and cardiovascular
or neurological diseases.

i3D
Simulating application of a
seal on the body of a Peugeot
car on a virtual workbench
featuring force-feedback
(PSA Peugeot Citroën data).

GAMMA
Automatic mesh generation was
used to model this aircraft and then
test its 3D mechanical behaviour.

ALCOVE
Calculating blood
ﬂow in real time in
an anatomical model,
created using medical
imagery, makes it
possible to simulate
interventional radiology
treatments.

ENERGY

INDUSTRY

RESEARCH

HEALTHCARE

CRYPTOGRAPHIC
SECURITY

SERVICES

TRAINING
EDUCATION

DIGIPLANTE
Computer models of plants such as maize
can be used to carry out virtual experiments
to compare farming methods and improve yields
(in liaison with the LIAMA).

For further information:
www.inria.fr
INRIA ANNUAL REPORT 2008
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STRATEGIC PLAN

ICST plays a central role in the multidisciplinary scientiﬁc approach necessary
for understanding the contemporary world. Internationally recognised for its expertise
in key disciplines, INRIA is all set to make a decisive contribution to meeting
the challenges generated by ICST.
NRIA has drawn up its strategic plan
for 2008-2012 with a view to using its
scientiﬁc expertise to help address
the social and economic issues of our
day. The Institute has defined seven
priority areas. The ﬁrst four are geared
to pursuing fundamental research by
means of original concepts, groundbreaking methods and effective tools
for modeling, programming, communicating and interacting.
T he other three areas involve integrating ICST into multidisciplinary
research.
In the area of computational engineering, this means developing software
and embedded systems that meet
demanding requirements in terms of
dynamism and safety.
In the ﬁeld of computational sciences,
the aim is to combine various kinds
of models, describing phenomena on
different scales and, more especially,
to design new materials or develop
models of cells, plants or ecosystems.
Lastly, in the field of computational
medicine, the objective is to develop
models of organs that can be personalised, thanks to medical imaging, and
used for diagnosis or treatment, of
cardiovascular diseases, for example.
“These interdisciplinary subjects are
fuelled by developments in modeling,

I
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GRAVITY
Using the TULIP interactive
platform to visualize graphs.

programming, communication and interaction. In turn, they will generate a
wealth of scientiﬁc problems to feed into
these four subjects,” explained Malik
Ghallab, Chief Executive Officer for
Science and Technology.

Four milestones launched to date
Within this overall picture, twenty-three
challenges, known as milestones, have
been identiﬁed. These are geared to the
objectives set for 2012. Deﬁned in highrisk research areas, these milestones
elucidate the action undertaken by the
Institute, reflecting its priorities and
serving as the basis for organizing the
teams’ work. They set out the obligations
relative to resources that the Institute

must deploy in the form of incentive
actions, projects that bring researchers
together or research and support platforms for development activities, which
are proving to be increasingly necessary. “The strategic plan sets out our
roadmap in terms of scientific research
for the next five years,” said Malik
Ghallab. “We are now a ﬁfth of the way forward and our progress can be measured
in terms of how the different subject areas
and the work carried out by the projectteams are organized with a view to achieving the objectives we have set.” In 2008,
four milestones were achieved through
various research projects: two largescale initiatives in the ﬁeld of medicine
(CARDIOSENSE3D and SOFA), a third

OPERATIONAL PROJECTS
CARDIOSENSE3D
Cardiosense3D unites INRIA project-teams with several academic,
clinical and industrial partners to design and develop a digital
model of the heart based on the physiological processes found in
cells, tissue and the organ as a whole. One of the essential aspects
of this research concerns the integration of the patient’s personal
data into the model, which is crucial if it is to be used in clinics.

ALADDIN
Aladdin aims to provide a professional infrastructure
for the Grid’5000 platform to make it more robust and ensure
its maintenance. This group of researchers and engineers
coordinates the work carried out by all the partners across
this very widely-distributed infrastructure, which can be used
to test every software layer of a grid, a services infrastructure
or a system such as Cloud. It is hoped to extend the platform
to other countries, especially in Europe.

ALCOVE
Simulating laparoscopic liver
surgery using the SOFA platform.

ASCLEPIOS
Simulating a patient’s
heartbeat
(CARDIOSENSE3D action).

targeted at virtual prototyping (SYNCHRONICS) and a technology development initiative focusing on experimental
grid computing (ALADDIN). A further
three large-scale initiatives are currently
being launched. One of these covers
thermonuclear fusion modeling (ITER),
while the other two focus on bionumerical models (COLAGE and REGATE).
Other initiatives are being planned and
will become operational in the course
of 2009, mainly to do with security,
robotics, computational neurosciences
and multicore architecture. “Basically,
about half the milestones launched will
result in incentive initiatives with the ﬁrst
two years covered by the strategic plan,”
concluded Malik Ghallab. N

SYNCHRONICS
Synchronics is aimed at developing a new programming language
based on a combination of synchronous technology and the
expressiveness of functional languages. The new language will be
used in developing critical embedded systems (avionics, nuclear
and automotive industries, etc.), factoring in continuous and discrete
aspects, co-simulation of the system and its environment as well as
automatic code generation.

SOFA
Sofa brings together INRIA researchers and academic partners
to work on the development of algorithms for medical simulation
and prototyping simulators. The aim is to implement and promote
a software platform designed to enable different components of
a simulation to cohabit in a transparent manner (e.g. deformation
models and haptic models, etc.), to simulate minimally invasive
surgery, for example.

INRIA ANNUAL REPORT 2008
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Strongly committed to a policy of openness, INRIA is determined to develop
its attractiveness at every level of its activities. This is amply demonstrated in
the partnerships signed in France and at the international level, with universities,
research organizations and industry. A successful and dynamic recruitment policy
and scientiﬁc achievements add to these positive results: the Institute is on
the point of attaining the objectives set under the 2006-2009 four-year contract.
Talented people from every background
working to achieve quality research . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Partnerships to enhance
INRIA’s international reputation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Promoting research
results on all fronts .. . . . . . . . . 23

AN OPEN, DYNAMIC ORGANIZATION

INRIA continues to develop in line with the objectives set out in its four-year contract
for the period 2006-2009 and has conﬁrmed its strategic plan. To this end, the Institute
relies on a recruitment strategy aimed at excellence and diversity, thereby ensuring
a rich exchange of ideas, the key to the success of its organizational model.

“The selection hearings are tough,
but you really are selected on the basis
of your scientiﬁc and technical skills.”
STÉPHANE REDON, head of the Nano-D exploratory project launched in 2008
at the INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes Research Center.

“After being appointed, I concentrated on molecular research.
Working with team members from other institutes just happened
naturally. I contacted Serge Crouzy, a biophysicist at the CEA, and
Michel Vivaudou, a biologist at the Institut de Biologie Structurale.
I really couldn’t do without them! They deﬁne the parameters required
for simulations and we write the programmes needed together.
In 2005, I submitted a project to the ANR proposing to extend
simulation methods used for articulated objects to molecular
simulation. The project was accepted and we were able to recruit
four students and buy computers, and then set up the team.”

16 INRIA ANNUAL REPORT 2008

revious four-year contracts made
provision for INRIA’s workforce to
double between 2000 and 2009.
A year ahead of the deadline, we are on
the way to achieving this goal,” said Hervé
Mathieu, Chief Executive Officer for
Resources and Service Administration.
Following two years marked by a large
number of new positions (188 in 2006,
195 in 2007), the French government’s
Budget Bill for 2008 did not provide for
direct funding for any new positions.
“So as not to compromise the development strategy launched in 2006, we were
nonetheless able to take advantage of
the management opportunities provided
by the Constitutional Bylaw on Budget
Acts (LOLF*). We ﬁnanced 130 new positions thanks to the internal redeployment
of administrative appropriations.” Essential to the Institute’s development plans,
these positions were primarily allocated
to the centers created out of the Futurs
“incubator” unit that opened on 1 January 2008 in Bordeaux, Saclay and Lille.
Nearly 60% of new jobs were allocated to
these new centers and their total funding
increased by 37% compared with 2007, as
opposed to 5% for the Institute a whole.

PEOPLE
ALL OVER FRANCE
WORK WITH INRIA.

NEW EMPLOYEES IN 2008,
INCLUDING 650 SCIENTISTS.
CONCHA
Researchers
working
on digital
simulation.

As these figures show, recruitment is
a priority at INRIA. The challenge is to
attract both French and foreign high-level
scientists.

QUALITY RECRUITMENT
OPEN TO THE WORLD
How can quality recruitment be reconciled with good team turnover? By ensuring, in addition to permanent positions,
a sustained flow of researchers arriving and leaving, thanks to contract positions. “This is what makes INRIA’s model
so original and it is also an asset for the
teams. This year, 994 new paid employees
started work at the Institute, including
364 interns,” said Hervé Mathieu, adding that many people had also left. “We
try to make sure that recruitment is open
to foreigners: this year, 34% of scientists
recruited through the competitive selection process were foreign researchers.
We also have 67 researchers from 33 different organizations working on temporary assignments.”
This year, INRIA set up a Search Committee to organize the campaigns for calls
for applicants with a view to improving the
standard of researchers recruited. “The

aim is to make the Institute more attractive
so that we will have the best possible applicants at international level,” explained
Malik Ghallab, Chief Executive Ofﬁcer for
Science and Technology. “We have strong
arguments in our favour: the high standard
of INRIA’s scientiﬁc research, the quality
of our research centers and a young and
dynamic research environment with the
universities nearby.”
The Committee goes even further than
this, inviting applications from distinguished researchers. To do this, it is
backed by a wider circle of expertise,
including project leaders. The latter are

PHOENIX
Pervasive computing:
demonstrating
communicating objects
(cameras, lamps, etc.).
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AN OPEN, DYNAMIC ORGANIZATION

A booklet entitled
Les Équations du manager was
distributed to INRIA staff.

MOISE
Digital simulation of
marine current speeds
in the Gulf of Mexico.

in direct contact with top scientists and
are in a position to encourage them to
apply. This is made simpler for them
thanks to new measures enabling them
to invite researchers to INRIA centers to
work on the scientiﬁc projects that they
wish to carry out at the Institute. “We
also wish to create nonpermanent positions, along the same lines as Tenure Tracks
in the US, and, when recruiting for a permanent position, have access to a clear
career history,” explained Malik Ghallab.
The Committee also identiﬁes the factors that affect applicants’ preferences,
aimed primarily at making the Institute
more attractive.

PROFESSIONALIZED
SUPPORT
This year, INRIA has also focused on
recruiting research team assistants and
development engineers. The latter work
in the experimentation and development
departments (SED) which are tasked

MORE ENGINEERS FOR
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
“INRIA wants to build up the experimentation and development
departments (SEDs) to enable them to provide support for
ambitious technological development projects that may involve
several teams and centers,” explained Janet Bertot. After four
years at the head of the Sophia Antipolis SED, Janet Bertot
decided to work on setting up the SEDs at the three new
research centers created by INRIA Futurs “because we had to
start from scratch”. Six engineers are now available to assist
the teams in developing their projects. As well as organizing
these departments and deﬁning the engineers’ development
assignments, seminars on development tools and best
practices are held for scientists. “The SEDs work hand in hand
with technological development managers to assist the teams in
meeting development and experimentation challenges.”
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with assisting and coordinating the work
of young engineers in the teams. “Our
concern is to improve work relations and
methods within the teams and between
researchers and research support staff,”
added Hervé Mathieu.

A COMMON FRAME
OF REFERENCE
A master plan for continuing training was
introduced at the end of 2007 to improve
skills and develop a management culture at the Institute. “Our goal is to enable
future management staff to take up their
positions in the best possible conditions,”
emphasised Muriel Sinanidès, Human
Resources Director. “They need a frame of
reference by which to manage their teams
or departments in the appropriate manner,
while respecting the individual. The priority
is to develop the ability to identify potential
and anticipate problems, while remaining
able to delegate and take decisions.”
A booklet entitled Les Équations du manager
(Manager’s equations) was distributed
and plans to set up an internal school
are underway. This is aimed at gradually
providing all scientiﬁc or administrative
management staff with the opportunity
to share a common reference base. This
open access school will bring team leaders and department managers closer
together, making everyone more aware
of each others’ constraints. “We are going
to ensure that these two worlds become
one,” said Muriel Sinanidès. “The training programme also targets the Executive
Committee since we feel it is paramount
for Committee members to share the Institute’s values relating to management.
These professionalization and skills development tools provide leverage for INRIA’s
continuing development.”
*Loi organique relative aux lois de ﬁnances.

DOLPHIN
Visualising
molecular docking,
computed using
an algorithm
developed by
the team.

PROVAL
A proof environment
for software.

In line with its strategic plan, INRIA has implemented a series
of measures designed to develop partnerships in France and
worldwide with universities, research institutes and major
industrial groups. The project-team, the backbone of this policy,
forms the link between the Institute and its partners.
he collaborative projects that we
embark upon with other research
bodies and universities, as well
as with industry, bear witness to the open
and multidisciplinary policy established by
INRIA,” afﬁrmed Jean-Pierre Verjus, Deputy
Managing Director of INRIA. “This policy,
implemented by all the Institute’s departments, encompasses Europe and the
whole world. We have developed a number of measures to encourage our teams
in this direction.” The partnerships that
have been signed make it possible for
teams at distant sites to work together
in a sustained and consistent fashion.

This sometimes leads to the creation
of a joint team, such as that set up with
the Cemagref this year in a bid to rise
to interdisciplinary challenges. It may
also result in a joint laboratory, either
real or virtual, or a network dedicated to
a speciﬁc topic. In all cases, the objective pursued by the Institute remains the
same: to encourage scientiﬁc excellence.

FRAMEWORK-AGREEMENTS
SIGNED WITH UNIVERSITIES,
GRANDES ÉCOLES AND
RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS
INVOLVEMENT.

FP7 PROJECTS.

SIMPLIFIED COLLABORATIVE
PROJECTS WITH UNIVERSITIES
Back in April 2007, INRIA had already
factored into its partnership policy the
greater freedom of management allowed

NEW ASSOCIATE TEAMS.
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VIRTUAL PLANTS
Simulated growth
of an apple tree.

universities and Grandes écoles by France’s
“LRU Act" relative to freedom and responsibilities for universities. The ﬁrst agreement acknowledging this was signed in
January 2008 with the University of Bordeaux Research and Higher Education Cluster (PRES). Since then, a further
25 agreements have been negotiated. “We

INRIA GOES STRAIGHT TO THE HEART
OF VIRTUAL PLANTS
On 11 April 2008, INRIA signed an agreement with the Agropolis
Foundation to conduct a research programme on digital modeling
of plants and ecosystems. “The objective is to structure and develop
an international and multidisciplinary scientiﬁc community,” explained
Gérard Giraudon, Director of the Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée
Research Center. “By approaching plants and their uses through
mathematical and computer modeling, we hope to bring ICST and
agronomic sciences together. This area is set to become a major subject
of study at the Montpellier center.” The programme is organized
through calls for proposals, the ﬁrst of which was launched this year,
meeting with an impressive response: 10 projects were accepted,
including a ﬂagship project for the Pl ntNet Foundation.
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opted for our traditional partnership method,
in other words, a method based on the projectteam structure. The operating procedure,
however, has changed,” said Jean-Pierre
Verjus. The current situation makes it
easier than ever before to speak on equal
terms with the universities. This clariﬁes
our relations and means that we can deﬁne
the rights and obligations of each party. “It’s
a win-win situation: the universities, which
operate at a more local level, contribute
their human resources. INRIA, as a national
research body, contributes all its technical resources and its international visibility.”
These agreements simplify management
of joint teams involving the Institute and
the universities and provide industrial partners with a single contact adapted to their
needs. “We believe that major companies,
especially multinationals, are more likely to
approach INRIA, which is often in a better
position to satisfy the requirements of a strategic partnership with industry,” explained
Jean-Pierre Verjus. Partnerships with
universities and organizations have also
been signed within the framework of the
national networks for advanced research
(RTRA). This is the case of the Agropolis in
Montpellier and Nanosciences in Grenoble, which involve the University JosephFourier and the Institut polytechnique de
Grenoble, together with the CEA and the CNRS.

CLOSER RELATIONS WITH INDUSTRY
Building on the strength of its industrial
partnership culture, INRIA is now keen
to develop more ambitious, longer-term
collaborative partnerships with industry.
“Industrial manufacturers are in a position to
ask us to tackle major research problems in
a bid to overcome the challenges they have
identiﬁed. Because of this, they can help us
to organize part of our research, mobilising
project-teams that would not necessarily
have worked together otherwise,” explained

Bruno Sportisse, Director of the Technology
Transfer and Innovation Department (DTI).
“The impact this has on how we organize our
research justiﬁes the fact that such projects
should be coordinated by the DTI, in close liaison with the research department”. “Strategic” partnerships of this kind have already
been signed in the last few years, with
Microsoft, France Telecom, Dassault, EDF
and Renault, for example. 2008 also saw
the growing inﬂuence of INRIA and AlcatelLucent’s joint laboratory for research on
autonomous networks. This partnership
has been very fruitful for as the ﬁrst year of
activity draws to an end some of the subjects
addressed have already been the subject in
high-level publications. A strategic partnership agreement has also been signed
with ST Microelectronics on the subject of
embedded systems. Other agreements are
in progress, for example, with EDF, on highperformance computing for digital simulation and with Total, on geophysical imaging.

PARTNERSHIPS WITHOUT BORDERS
INRIA has also been consolidating its
relations with foreign organizations. In
particular, it wants to step up its role in
European research. “We want to cooperate
more closely with our immediate neighbours
within the European regions,” said JeanPierre Banâtre, Director of the European
Partnership Department. “Such partnerships can be developed between research
organizations in the same region or by
means of targeted cooperation projects set
up with major European industrial groups,
such as Philips.” The ﬁrst joint research
team in partnership with an institute outside France was set up in 2008 with the
CWI in the Netherlands. Other projects
are underway in Nancy, involving German researchers from Saarbrucken, the
university, the Max Planck Institute and
Germany’s artiﬁcial intelligence research

GAMMA
Transonic ﬂow around
a Falcon business jet.

A PROMISING START
WITH ALCATEL-LUCENT
Opened in Paris on 2 July 2008, this joint laboratory is
already home to around ﬁfty researchers, mainly working
on self-adaptive networks. According to Albert Benveniste,
Head of Scientiﬁc Research, the joint laboratory strengthens
cooperation with Bell Labs and changes the nature of such
cooperation in many ways. The subjects are decided upon
together and research work is shared between the partners.
“Our relations are much closer than they were under normal
contracts and our partner’s investment is not only ﬁnancial,
but intellectual as well. We enjoy a great deal of ﬂexibility in
terms of administration and the share of research activities is
evenly balanced. These conditions are ideal for achieving the
laboratory’s ambitious goals: to design technological solutions
capable of dealing with the explosive growth on the Internet and
ensure quality of service and security.”

THE FIRST JOINT TEAM
WITH ANOTHER EU MEMBER STATE
In December, the ATEAMS project-team was set up
in conjunction with the CWI (Centrum voor Wiskunde
en Informatica), a Dutch research institute. This team,
which will be operational by the beginning of 2009, is the
ﬁrst ever set up in partnership with a foreign research
organization. “Since we are used to working like this with
the universities, we decided to look at ways of setting up
joint teams based in other countries,” explained JeanPierre Banâtre, Director of the European Partnership
Department. “We decided on a subject of common interest
related to software engineering, a ﬁeld in which the CWI
boasts genuine expertise.” The partners have undertaken
to provide an equal share of resources for this initiative,
which involves top researchers from both institutions,
including Paul Klint from the CWI, who is the Scientiﬁc
Research Leader for the project.
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center (DFKI). Still others are being considered with German organizations and
also between the Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée Research Center and organizations in Italy. Beyond Europe, the Institute
set up a new cooperation project in 2008
with the Mitacs, the Canadian network of
centers of excellence in mathematics and
computer science, to study network security and biomedical computing. In China,
the LIAMA, the Franco-Chinese laboratory
for Computer Science, Automatic Control
and Applied Mathematics, co-founded by
INRIA and based in Beijing, has become a
consortium of Chinese and European institutions joined by Tsinghua University, the
leading player in ICST research in China.

STRONG SCIENTIFIC SYNERGY
A number of programmes have been developed to support this policy and to encourage
greater mobility. “These give greater visibility
to INRIA at international level and help to create synergy in the world of science,” explained

NEW PARTNERSHIPS
CREATED IN CHINA
On 28 October, Tsinghua
University in Beijing, one
of China’s most prestigious
universities, joined the
consortium of institutions that
became the LIAMA in 2008.
The consortium now includes
around sixty Chinese and French
researchers, ﬁve of whom come from INRIA and hold permanent
positions. The LIAMA, set up on an initiative of China’s Academy of Science
and INRIA in 1997, “is open to other French and Chinese, as well as European,
institutions,” Dominique Sotteau, Director of the International Relations
Department, reminded us. Following the example of the CNRS, the CIRAD,
INRA and the BRGM, the research center attached to the University
of Wageningen, in the Netherlands, has just joined the consortium.
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Dominique Sotteau, Director of the International Relations Department. “Researchers at the Institute thus reap the beneﬁt of
shared experience with teams at other highlevel laboratories all over the world.” Spearheading this policy is the Équipes associées
(Associate teams) programme launched in
2002, which procures the resources needed
to work together with foreign teams. This
has proved to be something of a success:
in 2008, 70 associate teams have been
created and over 40% of INRIA’s projectteams have become involved in at least one.
Two other arrangements have been implemented since 2006. This year, Séjours
sabbatiques (the sabbatical programme) has
enabled eight experienced researchers to
work at foreign research institutes for periods ranging from three months to a year.
The Explorateurs (Explorers) programme
has been used to fund assignments lasting from three weeks to three months for
eight young researchers who wanted to
develop a network and form lasting contacts with foreign research laboratories.
Lastly, in 2008, three INRIA researchers
on sabbatical leave were awarded International Outgoing Fellowships, through the
FR7 People programme, enabled them to
go and work outside Europe. “Researchers, young and not so young, who go to work
on projects abroad play an essential role in
strengthening cooperation between research
laboratories,” Dominique Sotteau pointed
out. In exchange, INRIA proposes under
its Internship programme three- to sixmonth internships for foreign students who
want to come and work on the subjects
studied by the project-teams. “The programme enables them to learn about INRIA
and what we do, encourages them to carry out
their thesis research with us and, why not, to
come back and work with us afterwards.” In
2008, 134 foreign students took advantage
of these internships.

NANO-3D
Simulating nano-systems
using Samson software.
A protein in an Electron
Density Map.

LAGADIC
Medical robotics platform for visual servoing
using ultrasound images.

With three key remits — producing knowledge and developing and transferring
technology — INRIA is active on all fronts. One of its biggest challenges is to keep
one step ahead of the changes affecting the scientiﬁc and economic issues related
to its activities.
NRIA operates on a project basis,
which means that a small team is
formed to work on a focused research
subject,” explained Claude Puech, Director of INRIA’s Research Department.
“Each project-team aims to achieve three
tasks — to publish scientiﬁc papers, produce software and transfer any results
likely to have an impact on industry or be
suitable for distribution as software libraries.” Viewed from this angle, the projectteam’s activities are closely tied to INRIA’s

three scientiﬁc departments in charge of
these production modes: the Research
Department (DR), the Technological
Development Department (D2T) and the
Technology Transfer and Innovation
Department (DTI). Discussions held by
these three departments to coordinate
their activities should make more integrated support resources available to the
project-teams as of 2009. All this is aimed
at rising to current challenges: maintaining INRIA’s scientiﬁc lead and visibility,

PUBLICATIONS,
60 SOFTWARE PACKAGES,
12 TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES
(ADTS), 4 START-UPS,
1 MILLION YOUNG PEOPLE
INFORMED.
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GEOMETRICA
Three-dimensional
periodic Delaunay
triangulations
(ongoing project for
the CGAL library).

MASTER STROKE AT THE ERC AWARDS
In 2007, the European Research Council (ERC) awarded junior
grants to Bruno Lévy and Anne-Marie Kermarrec for their
innovative research projects. The success continued this year,
with the nomination of three more winners of ERC Advanced
Grants among the 950 candidates from 32 different countries.
Rémi Abgrall, a Professor at Bordeaux University, Olivier Faugeras
and Serge Abiteboul were awarded grants of 1.5 to 2 million euros
over ﬁve years to fund their research. “This is a great result for
INRIA! These are ambitious, forward-looking projects that caught
the attention of a highly-selective European jury,” pointed out
Claude Puech, Director of Research. “The winners are all the more
deserving when you think how hard it is to set up projects like these
which concern previously unexplored avenues of research. They had
to convince the jury of the advantages of investigating these avenues
and of the potential beneﬁts in terms of research and applications.”
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while successfully developing and promoting its technological solutions in a
constantly changing world.
“Making INRIA’s publications more visible is crucial to our research. So, back in
2005, we invested in the implementation of
HAL-INRIA, the French section of the international open archives initiative and we
strongly encourage researchers to submit
their papers on HAL, even before publication,” said Claude Puech. And with good
reason! Not only does this mean that
researchers’ publications are archived
safely for a long time in one place, but
it also means that they are more visible,
since, on average, they are cited ﬁve times
more often than papers posted elsewhere. In the latest Webometrix international rankings, INRIA’s open archive
sites for scientiﬁc research publications
are in sixth place in the world.

TOOLS FOR POOLING
EXPERTISE
INRIA has launched a number of major
initiatives to keep pace with the rapidly
changing world of research, which calls
for an ever wider variety of skills. The initiatives are designed to bring together
researchers from different teams at INRIA
as well as from other research organizations. Subjects may involve disciplines
as diverse as computing and biology,
as well as distinct disciplines within computer science. Synchronics, which brings
together researchers specialising in architecture, compiling and distributed systems
to tackle the issue of embedded systems,
is one of these ﬂagship initiatives. Four
other major initiatives have been launched
to date and the number of such projects is
set to increase rapidly in the years to
come. “A similar approach is taken to strategic partnerships with major players, which
implies that we work very closely with the

EVASION
Image synthesis: rendering land and atmospheric effects:
real-time computation of the colour of the atmosphere.

Technology Transfer and Innovation Department,” Claude Puech remarked. “The broad
spectrum of activity undertaken by such
companies means that they tackle complex
problems with an eye to the medium term;
this is extremely interesting from the
research point of view.”

IMPROVING THE IMPACT
OF INRIA’S SOFTWARE
Software is the second major aspect of a
project-team’s activities. “Software is speciﬁc to the discipline. It is a research tool
that enables us to demonstrate the ideas
and concepts put forward by the researchers,”
emphasised Pierre Paradinas, Director of
the Technological Development Department. “It is also ready for immediate distribution and can be re-used for further
research or transferred to industry. INRIA
lacked the organization and the resources
to promote control over software development that would make them readily available for use by others.” To rectify this
problem, the DTI launched technological
development initiatives (ADT) at the end
of 2007. These incentive operations provide researchers and engineers that have
submitted a project proposal with the
resources they need to develop a software package or platform.
More particularly, engineers working in
the experimentation and development
departments (SEDs) are involved in the
tasks of speciﬁcation, design and development, overseeing schedules, follow-up,
traceability, quality and skills networking
within the Institute. In this first year,
eleven technological development initiatives were selected from among the
twenty-two proposals submitted by
researchers. “Such success demonstrates
that there is a real need for this kind of tool
to improve software development at INRIA,”
said Pierre Paradinas. “The subjects

GALAAD
Visualising real algebraic
surfaces around a complex
singular point.

A COLLABORATIVE OPEN SOURCE
PLATFORM
“The strength of technological development actions lies in the fact
that they afford the teams a new and agile mechanism for working
together on research and development,” explained Alain Boulze,
in charge of the Galaxy ADT. The latter includes researchers
from seven teams at ﬁve research centers, who are developing
an open source platform for service-oriented architecture. “We
want to bring together all the technological solutions developed
at INRIA in this area and put them on a coherent platform so that
they can be used and promoted more effectively.” The platform
will provide the infrastructures and tools required to facilitate
the deployment of collaborative systems and business
applications. The ADT has also forged close links with the open
source community, and especially with the Eclipse Foundation
and the OW2 consortium, which are likely to integrate some
of the modules into their operating environments.
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ANUBIS and SCALAPPLIX
Modeling the development
of powdery mildew
on vine stock during
the growth stage.

addressed are extremely varied. For example, Galaxy deals with the development of a
middleware platform and Handicomphase1 (language and communication disabilities) is tackling a social issue of great
interest to the Institute. Picovin is another
ADT initiative that reflects INRIA’s involvement in defining standards. Thus, the
assistance we provide enables the projectteams to demonstrate the validity of their
solutions.”
A project on software assessment is
underway, in liaison with an external consultant. “This project has already resulted
in the deﬁnition of criteria that can be used
to describe the characteristics and the
degree of maturity of software. These will

1998
Inoculation
D115 - Stade 1F

Incidence
Severety

THE INTERACTIVE WINDOW THAT
WILL TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY!
HiLabs is a start-up that was set up in 2008 to market a technology
developed by the Prima project-team working in collaboration
with the INP in Grenoble. It provides a new advertising medium for
business, transforming an ordinary shop window into an interactive
screen. The originality of this technology is that it reacts to what’s
happening in the street. “A visual sensor detects the proximity
and movement of passers-by. This makes it possible to adapt the
information and how it is presented as people walk up to the window,”
explained Jérôme Maisonnasse, Head of Sales & Marketing
at HiLabs. Incubated by Grenoble Alpes Incubation, the start-up
was a prize-winner in the “Emerging projects” category of the
10th national competition to encourage innovative technology startups, run by the French Ministry of Higher Education and Research,
as well as in the Isère Entreprendre network competition.
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be grouped together and presented in an
information base for internal use with a
view to interlinking technologies.”

NETWORKS FEEDING THROUGH
TO INDUSTRY
What is done to ensure that technological
solutions developed at INRIA filter
through to industry? “There’s a lot of talk
about business start-ups but transfer
routes are many and varied,” declared
Bruno Sportisse, Director of the Technology
Transfer and Innovation Department. “For
instance, it may involve a standardisation
project, or distribution of open source software among an industrial community, or
granting a licence, a patent or a software
licence to a company. Whatever the means
employed, the chief aim is to ensure that
the research carried out at INRIA has maximum economic impact.” The Department’s role is not simply to support
researchers’ projects, but also to suggest
opportunities to them and help them
choose the best transfer option. In practice, this means encouraging networking
between the different research centers to
identify the needs of local business and
deciding which INRIA teams are most
likely to satisfy them. This gives us a role
as a national player in the area of ICST
transfer. “One of the Institute’s priorities is
to step up technology transfer to SMEs,”
added Bruno Sportisse. But this is a complicated issue. You have to be able to identify the SMEs that are interested, decide
what INRIA can do for them and, if necessary, adapt the framework of our relations
with them.” Once the partner’s needs have
been identiﬁed, research results must be
brought to a level of maturity that matches
market demand, rather than proposing
“off-the-shelf” solutions. To this end, a
committee set up to monitor transfer
operations allocates engineers to the

To raise awareness among
young people, INRIA has initiated
a collaborative project with
three very popular reviews:
Okapi, Phosphore and DocSciences.

teams concerned. Finally, we need the
right framework to promote such transfers. INRIA is therefore stepping up its
involvement in competitiveness clusters
in a bid to become a driving force in coordinating SME networks. Another example
follows in the tracks of the SME Pact initiated in 2005 by the Comité Richelieu and
Oséo; on 15 December, INRIA signed an
SME Pact with these two key players, covering research and development. This is
aimed at facilitating relations between
public research institutions and innovating SMEs: sharing practices and tools,
creating new, specially-designed tools
and developing performance assessment
indicators.
The Institute is also taking part in discussions on pooling transfers between public research institutions and the Institut
des technologies pour la santé (healthcare
technology). All the organizations involved
are reviewing their transfer policies and
practices. INRIA is also involved in two of
the fourteen local organizations discussing
this issue (Digiteo in Saclay and Gravit in
Grenoble).

REACHING OUT TO YOUNG PEOPLE
“Research in computer science is still something of a mystery
to the general public,” said Sylvane Casademont, Public Relations
Director. “Our aim is to make the public aware of the science
hidden beneath the surface of new technologies and to encourage
young people’s interest in a career in ICST.” INRIA took part in
the European City of Science show at the Grand Palais in Paris.
It presented a number of demos illustrating the digital city:
transport, clinics, airports and shops. “The researchers put in
a huge amount of effort to explain things in layman’s terms.
The crowds ﬂocked to the INRIA stand, we had around 60 people
every ten minutes.”
INRIA does a great deal to create links between schools and
the world of research, proposing subjects for guided individual
learning via the Interstices Website and the Fuscia reception
desk, as well as organizing lectures and site visits. This year,
around ﬁfteen school pupils, prizewinners of the Olympiades
nationales de mathématiques, visited the INRIA Research Centers
to meet researchers. “We’ve also started working with various
periodicals aimed not only at Maths and Science teachers,
such as DocSciences, but also with Bayard Presse publications
(Phosphore and Okapi) which directly target young people.
Public relations drives such as these have enabled us to reach
out to nearly a million young people.”
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Here we describe ten research subjects. They demonstrate the diversity
of research carried out at INRIA and illustrate the importance of partnerships
with industry and with researchers at other organizations and universities.
Some of the projects have been supported by the European Research Council.

Towards a better cuisine with Web data . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Modeling visual perception

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

A dramatic shift in aerodynamics modeling. . . . . . . . . . . . 34
For optimized sampling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Controlling thousands of components
Performances as promised

. . . . . . . . 38

. . . . . . . . . 40

Maintaining control over personal data . . . . . . . . . 42
Reinforcement learning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
Improving computer performance . . . . . . . . . 46
Revealing protein architecture

. . . . . . . . . . . 48
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Database theory on which data management systems are based is not suitable for the Web.
With the Webdam project, funded by the European Research Council since December 2008,
Serge Abiteboul is developing more appropriate mathematical bases with the goal of
improving the quality of services and performance.

was teaching a course on distributed
data management at Stanford University, between 1995 and 1997, when I
realised just how much theory ends when
distribution starts,” said Serge Abiteboul.
“The domain is then made up of a collection of cooking recipes, a set of techniques
that are even sometimes inconsistent.”
This comes as no surprise. Everything
has happened so fast. In a little more
than fifteen years, the Web has grown
incredibly: there are billions of pages

on millions of servers, accessible by billions of users. Searching, exchanging,
sharing and updating this ocean of data
leads to managing complex and ﬂexible
interactions bringing into play a heterogeneous variety of machines, a number
of different operating systems and languages. This is especially true now with
the recent development of peer-to-peer
(P2P) communities of users sharing
resources to manage information. It is
not easy for theory to keep up.

“The 2.4 million Euro grant over ﬁve years
provides us with a unique opportunity to
address this ambitious challenge together
with French researchers and attract
brilliant researchers from all over Europe,
the USA or elsewhere.”
SERGE ABITEBOUL (INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France), a member of
the French Academy of Science since 2008, manages the GEMO
project-team, which includes two researchers from INRIA
Saclay – Ile-de-France and eleven professors or assistant
professors from the IASI team at the Orsay Laboratoire de recherche en informatique
(Laboratory for Computer Science Research, LRI), a unique group of researchers that
combines recognised expertise both in databases and knowledge bases. He also carries out
research at the École normale supérieure in Cachan, as part of the Dahu team (managed
by Luc Segouﬁn), combining database and veriﬁcation techniques.
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The development of the Web relies on
a handful of quality standards, such
as XML for data interchange, RDF to
describe the nature and semantics
of data and Web services designed to
enable heterogeneous machines to
communicate. However, true data management remains difﬁcult in this setting.
For example, it is practically impossible
to really delete some data once it has
been published. It is also extremely
complicated to check data validity or to
effectively enforce access rights.
“With Webdam, we are going to try and
create a uniﬁed mathematical vision for
this distributed universe,” explained
Serge Abiteboul. His idea is to describe
Web data management applications in
a more formal manner, enabling automatic reasoning. With this in mind, he
wants to find inspiration in relational
database systems that proved to be
capable of managing huge volumes of
data on a centralised server. Developed
since the 1960s, this type of software
has become the norm for data storage. It is based on sound mathematical
foundations based on a simple logic for
describing and specifying data. How-

© RAPHAËL BOLZE (ÉQUIPE GRAAL)

Web page structure can
be described as a “graph”
like this, created using Guess
open source software:
the nodes are web pages
and the arcs are hyperlinks
from one page to another.

ever, the basic structure, the relation,
has nothing to do with the tree and
graph structures arising on the Web,
where pages interact in complex ways.
Not to mention that, in the world of
the Web, servers are autonomous and
heterogeneous. This brings great new
challenges.

Management for greater
responsiveness
Who stands to beneﬁt? “In principle, the
average user, in his or her daily use, will
not be aware of the scale of such guaranteed and reliable data management,”Serge
Abiteboul told us. It is primarily the programmers who will be affected, since they
will be able to develop applications more
easily, much faster, a major asset in many
sectors, such as ﬁnance.” Improving Web
performance should also help support
continuing growth in the volume of data,
particularly with the development of
peer-to-peer networks. According to this
database theoretician, this also means
that it will be possible to teach this new
technology at the same level and with
the same rigour as other disciplines,
such as Mathematics. N

RESEARCH DIRECTORS,
2 PROFESSORS,
1 LECTURER,
4 PHD STUDENTS.

“WE WILL DEMONSTRATE
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE SEMANTIC
WEB FOR REAL APPLICATIONS”
PATRICK GIROUX, an architect at EADS DS, is in charge of architecture
for the multimedia document data-mining platform developed as part
of the ANR’s (French National Research Agency) WebContent project,
initiated by Serge Abiteboul.

WebContent is a software platform designed to facilitate
the development of applications that use Web content.
The 19 industrial and academic partners involved are
developing technology modules, based on EADS’ WebLab
architecture, that can be used to collect, store and
modify, in other words manipulate multimedia content
on the Web, in a consistent, ﬂexible and generic way.
One of the ﬁrst four pilot applications is a technology
watch and business intelligence application for Airbus.
WebContent is mainly based on the semantic web, in
other words, on sharing knowledge rather than simple
data. All the software components have been developed
within this ofﬁcial framework, in which INRIA has played
a major role. The GEMO team provides a (P2P) storage
service for any type of information (documents, designs,
relations, etc.).
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In line with research conducted by his ODYSSÉE team, Olivier Faugeras launched
a large-scale project called NERVI. Its objective is to develop a mathematical theory
for human visual perception and to prove it with the traditional tools of brain imagery.

hat is more magical than
vision? The main tool for perceiving our surrounding world, it
seems so natural at ﬁrst. In reality it is
very sophisticated, to the point that
after some thirty years of research we
have not yet developed a satisfactory
model of visual perception. The models created by mathematicians, computer scientists and specialists in
image processing, computer vision
and robotics only work properly in
strictly controlled environments. Even

the founding models created by biologists and neurophysiologists in the
1970s, focused on displaying neuron
behaviour, are ﬂawed. This observation is the central theme of the ODYSSÉE project launched by Faugeras in
2002. The European Research Council
has approved subsidies of 2 million
euros for his NERVI project. He will
recruit a team of 15 PhD students and
post PhD and will have five years to
work on a complete model of visual
perception.

“The model we are trying to develop
should open up new horizons
and create gateways between
the study of biological vision
— the neurophysiologists’ ﬁeld, and
artiﬁcial vision — the special subject
of mathematicians and computer
scientists.”
OLIVIER FAUGERAS (INRIA Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée), member of the Academy of Science and of the Academy of Technology,
is a world-renowned expert in computer vision who has been involved in technology
transfers for ten years. The ODYSSÉE project he managed until the end of 2008
combines the study of algorithmic vision and biological vision.
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Even if the focus of the project is,
above all, theoretical, real-world outcomes are possible in the long run.
In the medical field, his work could
help treat certain visual deﬁciencies,
like alterations in the perception of
contour, texture or colour. In terms
of technologies, it could result in new
and more robust image processing
algorithms that are adapted to real
environments.
What are the manufacturing secrets
behind this future model? “To live up
to our ambitions,” responded Faugeras,
“it should be able to simulate how our
visual system operates on several scales
in space and time.” The simulated areas
extend from the microscopic scale of
individual neurons to the cortical column, which are groups ranging from
several dozen to several billion neurons displaying similar behaviour, to
the macroscopic scale of the cortical
network. This amounts to simulating
a time-frame ranging from the millisecond, the speed of a nerve impulse,
to several dozen years.
“We are basing our work on two mathematical pillars developed five years
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On a very ﬁne spatial scale, the elementary
units of cortical “computing” are neurons
connected by a very complex network of
synapses and dendrites.

ago under the ODYSSÉE project,”
added Faugeras. “One is the ‘bifurcation theory’, a theory undergoing
significant modification, to which we
will contribute in order to model the
considerable variety in nerve impulses
of individual neurons. The other is the
‘mean ﬁeld theory’, inspired by statistical physics to model columns and cortical networks.”

From theory to experimental
measuring
The team is one of the few to master the delicate mathematical tools
needed to correctly "summarise" collective neuronal activity on a conceptual level. This theoretical approach
will be compared to experimental
measurements made accessible by
optical imaging, such as the activity of
the cortical columns in primates when
confronted with sequences of natural
images. The electrical activity of the
cortical networks is similarly accessible through neuroimaging such as
MRI or magnetoencephalography
(MEG). Only the future will tell where
this new technology is taking us. N

Functional units appear on the spatial scale of the
brain, each containing dozens of millions of neurons.
These units perform operations on higher levels of
abstraction. Here we observe the organization of the
ﬁrst visual system, which enables us to make sense
of the light hitting both retinas.
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“A COMMUNITY OF INTERESTS SERVED
BY INTELLIGENT COMMUNICATION”
GUILLAUME MASSON is a neurophysiologist and the
Dynamics-of-Visual-Perception-and-Action team leader at
the Institut de neurosciences cognitives de la Méditerranée in Marseille.
He has been working with Faugeras’ team for ﬁve years.

Dialogue has naturally developed with this team and
a very intuitive discussion has developed between us
over the course of the years. We are trying to solve
the same algorithmic problems using our combined
expertise: by visual and biological perception,
neuroimaging and neurosciences in my team, by
artiﬁcial vision modeling in Olivier Faugeras’ team.
Thus the image processing solutions he developed
correspond to the computational principles that
we have identiﬁed in the cortex. In practical terms,
we co-supervise the thesis work and we run our
classes together. Several of his students have even
completed their biology thesis work in my team.
We have written articles together and we participate
in national and European projects such as FACETS.
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Rémi Abgrall aims to simplify the numerical models used to simulate aerodynamics
phenomena for the aeronautics, automotive and aerospace industries.
Abgrall received a European Research Council grant to test new numerical methods
as part of his project, ADDECCO.

or complex aero- and hydrodynamic problems such as
modeling air flow around an aircraft
at cruising speed, a high-speed train
passing through a tunnel, a space
probe as it enters the Martian atmosphere, fuel combustion in an engine,
or water ﬂow in the Bay of Mont-Saint-

Michel, ﬂuid mechanics models play an
important role. To solve such problems,
manufacturers are still using computer
codes developed twenty-ﬁve years ago,
which they constantly adjust to model
phenomena more precisely, handle
increasingly complex geometries, and
better integrate physical phenomena

“To my knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time
that compressible ﬂuid mechanics
modeling techniques have been applied
to take account of such complex geometries
in an exact manner. This represents
a breakthrough for aerodynamics
simulation, but also many other
ﬁelds such as acoustics, geophysics
or magnetohydrodynamics.”
RÉMI ABGRALL (INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest Research Center) is a mathematician and
professor at the University of Bordeaux. Since his PhD, he has been interested in the
numerical approximation of compressible ﬂuid mechanics equations. A curious and highly
original researcher, Rémi Abgrall enjoys attacking complex problems, which he does with
other SCALAPPLIX researchers. The team combines numerical modeling expertise and
high-performance computing to solve physics, chemistry and environmental problems.
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and uncertainties. Until now, advances
in computing capacity and parallel architectures have kept pace with
industry needs. But this approach is
nearing its limits. “To break new ground,”
pointed out Rémi Abgrall, cofounder
of the SCALAPPLIX project, “we really
have to improve numerical methods, both
in terms of the maths and the computer
science. That’s what the ADDECCO project
aims to do. Over ﬁve years, we will propose, develop and validate relevant new
methods for manufacturers that should
strongly inﬂuence their codes.” An editor
for several specialised scientiﬁc computing journals, Rémi Abgrall was one of
the ﬁrst to promote these new methods,
which address three types of problem,
each with a different approach. The ﬁrst
type of problem involves unknowns and
uncertainties in the models: unknown
aspects of geometry, physical phenomena, ﬂows, etc. Rather than assigning
them fixed values, the new methods
consider these uncertainties as random
variables.

Examples of two-dimensional simulations of
compressible ﬂuids. From left to right: Sphere
at Mach 25 in a channel, transonic ﬂow around
a wing proﬁle (M = 0.8, 1 degree of incidence),
subsonic ﬂow around a sphere (M = 0.35).

The second type of problem involves
managing object geometry. To tackle
this, Rémi Abgrall uses the numerical
simulation method he has been developing for a dozen years to bring the
same formal accuracy and high efficiency to solving ﬂow discontinuity problems (shock waves) and understanding
the more regular areas of flow. “A
Dassault Aviation engineer presented me
with this problem,” he said. “I didn’t have
time to think about it... until a bad bike
accident forced me to take three months
off. During this time, I started formalising
the approach.” The result is an accurate,
robust model ﬂexible enough to use the
same mathematical functions to integrate both the geometry deﬁned by CAD
(computer aided-design) and the physical variables describing ﬂow.
Finally, the third type of problem
involves simplifying how the most
complicated ﬂows, or unsteady ﬂows
(unstable over time), are modeled.
Once again, Rémi Abgrall’s method
should provide a novel solution. How?
By improving calculation accuracy
without making the computing volume
to explode. This is achieved with representations of solutions linked more
closely to ﬂow physics than to mathematical constraints, which until now
have guided numerical methods. N

Dassault Aviation simulation.
Navier Stokes ﬂow
simulation of a Falcon in
a high lift conﬁguration.
© DASS
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“EFFICIENT NUMERICAL
METHODS ARE CRITICAL”
BRUNO STOUFFLET, Director of the Research at Dassault Aviation, has
been working with Rémi Abgrall and other INRIA researchers for the
last ﬁfteen years, particularly to evaluate the aerodynamic performance
of commercial and combat aircraft.

We use computer simulations before designing an
aircraft. They help us predict its performance and choose
the best architecture, with the best compromise in terms
of our objectives. We evaluate aerodynamic parameters
such as lift, as well as structure and stealth. These
methods are more or less efﬁcient in terms of speed and
accuracy. Computer simulation requires us to simplify
how physical phenomena are formulated. SCALAPPLIX
researchers help us minimise the numerical errors this
introduces, through their expertise in numerical
methods and mathematical analysis.
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By optimizing computer representations of 3D objects and making them
adaptable over time, Bruno Lévy intends to make numerical simulations
more accurate. The results could have a huge impact on computer graphics
and other ﬁelds that use computer simulation.

omputer modeling of 3D
objects is the basis of computer graphics, but it is also critical in
numerical simulation in areas such as
aerodynamic calculations, chemistry
research or underground modeling
for oil exploration. The first step is
to sample the object, i.e. distribute a
set of points across the object as uniformly as possible.
Since the 1960s, the Lloyd-Max algorithm has been used for sampling, but
it does not "converge" fast enough for
complex objects. “I instinctively knew
that we could do it much better and

much faster,” explained Bruno Lévy.
“I was inspired by several studies by my
colleague Pierre Alliez (GEOMETRICA
project-team), which are based on this
algorithm. I had the intuition of parallels between sampling and the heat
equation, for which the mathematical
optimization is well described.”
So, Bruno Lévy joined forces with
Wenping Wang, a researcher from
Hong Kong University, to experiment
with a new approach using the theory
of numerical optimization. Outcome:
sampling is 10 to 100 times faster and
the results far more accurate, making it

“With the 1.1 million euro grant
from the European Research Council,
we will be able to ﬁnance four thesis
students, two postdocs, an engineer
and organize an international workshop
on GoodShape, which will last
for ﬁve years.”
BRUNO LÉVY (INRIA Nancy – Grand Est Research Center)
set up the ALICE team in 2004. ALICE works on computer
graphics, speciﬁcally the numerical processing of 3D object
geometry, the main objective being to improve visualisation of the results.
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possible to sample much larger objects
and tackle more complex problems.
Bruno Lévy, who has a tendency to
think in images, uses a simple analogy
to explain the enhanced performance:
calculating the Lloyd-Max function to
the second derivative is a bit like shifting a car into second gear.
But Bruno Lévy is not entirely satisfied with the outcome, since these
derivatives tend to “weave”, like a
winding road that prevents the driver
from accelerating. Bruno Lévy and
his colleagues will need to explore
other routes if they are to ﬁnd a better solution, i.e. to develop additional
algorithms with other numerical optimization methods. “We are exploring
these avenues as part of the GoodShape
project, funded by the European
Research Council since August 2008,”
remarked Bruno Lévy.
Improved sampling should also make
it possible to improve numerical
simulation results in several fields.
Bruno Lévy explains that the idea is
to “adapt sampling as the calculations
progress — that is, in time with the

Easy, intuitive sampling method
for simplifying topology zones
as much as possible, even with
a complicated geometry.
This hexahedral mesh (deformed
cubes) should lead to a new numerical
simulation method.
(Initial data courtesy of Hugues Hoppe)

simulated phenomenon.” He refers
to this concept as a “mobile functions basis”, which GoodShape will
investigate. It can be used to sample
3D objects using the most signiﬁcant
parameters deﬁned as a result of the
calculations.
It is not easy to predict what the
advantages will be — deﬁnitely greater
accuracy, and reduced computing time
in some cases — but the applications
are clearly numerous. Specialised in
computer graphics, the researchers
will ﬁrst test the concept on simulations using the light equation. They
will attempt to produce more precise
images that include shadows, a weak
point in image synthesis. A new thesis project is focusing on this area.
Chemistry studies are also planned
in conjunction with Bernard Maigret
(ORPAILLEUR) to simulate molecule
vibration more accurately, based on
limited number of parameters. Finally,
the concept will be used in underground modeling to improve prediction accuracy, and even in image and
video compression. N
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“THIS RESEARCH PUTS US
AT THE CUTTING-EDGE
OF UNDERGROUND MODELING”
GUILLAUME CAUMON is a lecturer at the National Polytechnic Institute
of Lorraine (Nancy). He is attached to the École nationale supérieure de
géologie and is a researcher at the CRPG, a petrology and geochemistry
research laboratory. He has been working with INRIA Nancy – Grand
Est Research Center since 2000.

We constantly need to improve our numerical models
to visualise underground features more accurately.
In particular, we need to ﬁnd traps where oil may
agglomerate and areas that might contain mineral
resources. We also need to assess the risk of water table
contamination. Determining the surface areas of the
different geological layers is key to accomplishing this.
Working with INRIA, we are improving the
characterisation and representation of layer boundaries.
To reduce uncertainty, we identify the most signiﬁcant
parameters by generating several possible surface areas,
with several models. We also jointly supervise thesis
projects in this area. By applying their algorithms
to real-world problems like ours, the ALICE team is able
to make progress in pure modeling.
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The emergence of wireless sensor and actuator networks is opening the way to vast systems
of network-controlled components. However, such networks entail new communications,
computing and energy management requirements, and thus a new approach to control
solutions. NECS* is one of the only research teams tackling all these aspects.

re “smart” roads and buildings
merely a researcher’s dream of
Utopia? Maybe not. We may even see
these concepts being developed in the
very near future. What do they involve?
Equipping roads with thousands of
sensors, infrared detectors and cameras in order to provide drivers with
traffic estimates and accident information". In buildings, personnel may
be equipped with badges that monitor
and control temperature, humidity and

air quality depending on their movements around the building. The sensors for these applications exist, and
they are becoming smaller, smarter,
more autonomous and less expensive.
The ﬁrst networks are being deployed
to monitor industrial environments
and public infrastructures. They are
also being used in cars to check temperature and mechanical parameters,
and in the environment to control air
quality.

“Researchers began thinking about
ways to control these networked systems,
which are subject to communications
constraints, around a dozen years ago
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. It’s already a major ﬁeld:
10-20% of the papers at the key
international conferences on control
are in this area.”
CARLOS CANUDAS DE WIT (INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes
Research Center), CNRS Research Director and a specialist in control, has worked
with the automotive industries and in robotics. The NECS team, which he set up in 2007,
is based both at the INRIA Montbonnot site and at the GIPSA-Lab, a CNRS joint research
unit on the Grenoble campus.
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“To take the next step, which involves
designing component systems controlled
dynamically using 1000 to 10,000 interconnected wireless sensors, we need
new methodological tools for control,”
explained Carlos Canudas de Wit, NECS
project leader. “This means new constraints in terms of communications as
well as computing and energy management.” More specifically, on the communications side, data transmission
may be degraded or delayed, with loss
of data packets and variable data transit time depending on the routing. On
the computing side, each component is
autonomous and acts as a microcomputer that receives and transmits data
to the other components. But these
operating parameters are subject to
uncertainties related to computing time
and the communications system.
Carlos Canudas de Wit coordinates
the European FeedNetBack Project,
launched in September 2008 and
which brings top research teams
together to design these control tools.
Two complex industrial cases are
under study: environment monitoring
using a vast network of ﬁxed cameras

and an underwater monitoring network
consisting of a small ﬂeet of independent robots. The latter case will also
be studied in a project funded by the
French National Research Agency.
In addition, this work will be an opportunity to develop novel control applications for web servers, communications
or electronics.

Novel control applications
Take, for example, the next generation
of microchips (with etching precision
reaching 45, 32 and 22 nm), which will
serve as computing platforms for the
miniaturised embedded systems of
the future: “We will adapt our advanced
control techniques by looking at the integration of control loops on these microchips,” explained Carlos Canudas de
Wit. This should make it possible to
optimize the power and computation of
these systems in a dynamic way while
maintaining their quality of service.
Another example is a start-up currently in the incubation phase, called
Karrus, which grew out of the NECS
team. It will soon begin providing
real-time traffic and travel estimation services to users, based on sensors in roads and expressways. A data
collection center will also be built in
Grenoble in collaboration with local
authorities and industry players, to
scale the mathematical models. N
*Joint team, see Partnerships p. 58.

NecsCar is an experimental vehicle
for investigating new remote control
architectures. It is teleoperated with
force-feedback and video feedback.
(Courtesy of GIPSA-Lab)
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“UNDERWATER ROBOTICS
IS AN EXCELLENT FIELD
FOR EXPERIMENTAL WORK”
VINCENT RIGAUD is Director of the Underwater Systems
Department at Ifremer, the French Institute for Marine Research,
where he set up the Robotics laboratory in 1991. Ifremer has worked
with INRIA on robotics since 1985.

For twenty years, we have worked with a wide
range of research labs and designed several
underwater robots. These are used all over
the world as part of scientiﬁc projects to
measure and explore the ocean. AsterX and IdefX,
the most recent, are drones for mapping at
a depth of 3,000 m. To optimize offshore campaigns,
we plan to coordinate autonomous underwater
ﬂeets into networks capable of exchanging data
and transmitting them to the surface, despite
interference problems. One application involves
underwater gliders controlled automatically,
“in packs”. They move in ocean currents, measuring
temperature and salinity, returning to the surface
regularly to transmit this information.
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The need for action is urgent. While multicores have become mainstream, only a minority
of software applications leverage this parallelism. To address this, CAPS* project-team
researchers are studying suitable new multicore architectures and compilation methods.

he nominal computing power
have been exponentially growing
for the past thirty years, however nowadays this exponential growth is obtained
through an artefact: the number of processors per chip is increased while the
computing power of each processor is
plumeting. Dual-cores have become the
standard in personal computers while
quad-cores are appearing on desktop

computers. Eight-cores should be introduced in 2009, and by 2015 or 2020, it
might be technologically feasible to integrate 100 or even 1,000 cores on a single
chip!
According to André Seznec, CAPS team
leader, “The paradox is that very few
applications take advantage of these
architectures.” Effective performance
remains limited. Only a few advanced

“We want to participate to the deﬁnition of architecture
and software of the future generations of multicores
while masking their complexity from the user.”
ANDRÉ SEZNEC (INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique Research Center) has pursued research
on processor architecture since starting his thesis in 1983. The CAPS project-team, which he set
up in 1994, develops architectures and compiling techniques for high-performance systems.
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applications exploit parallelism, e.g.
high-performance numeric simulations
which are programmed and optimized
by experts.
“A challenge over the next decade,” he
observed, “is that, since every computer will be a parallel machine, the same
application will have to run efficiently
on a variety of multicore architectures.”
It is tricky enough to reinstall software
from a single-core computer to another.
Automatically porting a software from
a multicore generation to another and
achieving high performance is even
more challenging. “We aim to develop
new code generation techniques targeting and adapting to these successive generations of multicore architectures, which
are becoming more and more heterogeneous in processor number and type,
interconnections, etc.,” he explained.
Most legacy applications will not be
completely redeveloped right away.
For a long time, most applications will
remain developed in sequential programming languages, meaning that
overall performance will continue to
depend on sequential execution time.
“To deal with this, we are proposing
multicore architectures that combine a
few complex processors, targeting very
fast sequential execution, with many

simpler processors, less efficient but
that work in parallel,” Seznec added.
With his team, he plans to optimize
this architecture, particularly by
improving memory management and
avoiding the occasional overheating
that can occur in complex processors
(keeping temperature uniform across
the chip).

Determining worst-case
execution time
Finally, for certain critical applications,
in the nuclear industry for example,
computing systems must combine high
performance and guaranteed response
time. “This means we have to determine
as accurately as possible the worstcase execution time for the application,
regardless of the data and operating
conditions,” explained Seznec. CAPS
researchers are studying techniques
to determine this worst-case execution time on single-core architectures.
Adapting these techniques to multicore
architectures is an ambitious challenge because it requires solutions for
modeling shared resources such as
memory hierarchy or interconnection
networks. N
*Joint team, see Partnerships p. 59.
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This prototype, designed by Intel as part of its Terascale research
programme, has 2 teraﬂops of computing power, delivered by 80 cores.

“INRIA IS STILL OUR MAIN
RESEARCH PARTNER”
FRANÇOIS BODIN, professor at Rennes 1 University, has been part
of CAPS since 1994. In 2008 he joined CAPS Entreprise, a start-up
that grew out of the project in 2002 and now employs 25 people.

The core business of CAPS Entreprise focuses
on programming environments for heterogeneous
multicore architectures developed for the oil
industry, the military, ﬁnance sectors and life
science applications. Our tools offer a way to avoid
heterogeneous programming, whatever the hardware
architecture and components. The company was
founded on the know-how developed in the CAPS
team in the areas of code optimization and compiling
infrastructure. Their expertise has saved us a lot
of time and limited the technological uncertainties.
For ﬁve years, we have been participating in several
research projects with CAPS, as well as with ALCHEMY
at INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France. This R&D is crucial
to developing our long-term vision and staying in the
race. In return, we provide INRIA with an industrial
take on the applications.
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Given the vulnerability of database servers and the challenge of building trust in
their capacity to protect personal data, the SMIS* team is designing personal databases
servers… on chips. With initial applications to shared medical/welfare records,
this approach could also be used to manage administrative, academic, behavioural
and other personal data.

ur environment is swarming
with chips and sensors. They
are in our phones and healthcare cards,
in intelligent homes and transport
applications. A plethora of information
is acquired in this way and accumulates on servers. Every citizen is listed
in several hundred administrative,
medical and website servers, in which
security breaches are, unfortunately,
common. However, these data are useful for a number of organizations. How
can their conﬁdentiality be protected?

“We propose integrating data management algorithms in future smart cards
that either interface with a server and
protect remote data cryptographically, or
manage data locally and protect them
using the chip’s intrinsic security mechanisms,” explained Philippe Pucheral,
leader of the SMIS team. The researchers are even aiming to transform any
intelligent object — equipped with a
chip — into a personal data server that
respects the owner’s privacy. The idea
is simple: chips are designed to

“By combining intelligent
objects such as chip cards with
new access and usage control
models, we are developing tools
which we hope will help citizens
protect their privacy more
effectively.”
PHILIPPE PUCHERAL (INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt
Research Center), a Computer Science professor
at Versailles University, became keen on personal data
protection early on. The SMIS team, which he set up, is one of the ﬁrst in the world
to develop database servers on chips.
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acquire, store, process and transmit
data. Why not structure them as full
fledged servers with functions for
query processing, access control, fault
tolerance, connection to other servers,
etc.? Their hardware architecture,
however, differs considerably from that
of traditional servers. “We are developing algorithms dedicated to these specific architectures, in particular the
electronic memories, which are very
different from the magnetic discs used
in conventional servers. We are also
working with industrial partners such
as Gemalto on co-design rules for calibrating resources of future chips to
fit the requirements of embedded
applications.”
To make this approach viable, cryptographic protocols better suited to
database characteristics are also
needed. Another problem involves
obtaining the enlightened consent of
individuals to access their personal
data; in other words, making sure that
access control is easy to understand
for everyone. To solve this problem,
researchers propose modeling
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with an embedded database server
Data accessible
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personal folders based on events (e.g.
an abortion) associated with access
control metadata that can be customised by each individual.

Trust, a key factor
The researchers are testing these
promising ideas in a major application: the management of electronic
healthcare folders, the development
of which has been hindered by
patients’ lack of conﬁdence. The goal
is to set up a medical and welfare
folder to coordinate home care for disabled and elderly people. “In the proposed solution, patients would have a
smart card like secure USB key which
contains their personal folder managed
by an embedded server,” explained
Philippe Pucheral. Patients will be
able to replicate part of their folder
encrypted on a central server to make
it available online to healthcare professionals, also equipped with a
secure USB key handling cryptographic data exchange protocols. N
*Joint team, see Partnerships p. 60.
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“WE ARE EXPERIMENTING WITH A NOVEL,
COMPLEMENTARY APPROACH”
MORGANE BERTHELOT is in charge of research projects on shared
medical and welfare records at Santeos, a subsidiary of Atos Origin,
which hosts healthcare data on servers. She has been working with
Philippe Pucheral’s team since 2005.

INRIA was planning to develop database servers on
secure USB keys and was looking for an application.
The Yvelines General Council was interested in
the project. As a leader in healthcare information
systems, we started a common project in 2007
on mobile and secure shared medical records.
Santeos is developing the central server solution,
while INRIA and a world leader in smart cards,
Gemalto, are developing the secure USB key and
its embedded software. We are working together
to integrate the two technologies. This project
is conducted in close collaboration with PlugDB,
coordinated by INRIA with funding from the French
National Research Agency. PlugDB aims to develop
personal data servers on chips. The experimental
phase is planned for 2009 and involves providing
healthcare for the elderly in their homes.
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Researchers in the SEQUEL* team are working on modeling learning
processes. At the crossroads between Mathematics, Experimental Psychology
and Neuroscience, their research has many potential applications.

ow does a child learn to ride
a bike? He tries his best to
find his balance, falls, tries again,
unknowingly develops the best
strategy, and uses the experience
acquired over time to succeed at last.
That is the ABC of learning, the common fate of children and an ongoing process throughout the lifetime
of humans and animals. It is also a
source of potential improvement for
many technical processes, such as
certain industrial processes, financial operations, stock management,
activity planning and business strategies. It is about exploring the space of

possible strategies to acquire information in an efﬁcient way in order to
make the best decisions and maximise possible gain.
According to Rémi Munos, a member
of the SEQUEL team, this involves
“developing mathematical models that
enable a computer to learn from experience abilities to make good decisions.”
But, while learning to ride a bike is
child’s play for humans, turning these
natural strategies into algorithms is
another story. The ﬁrst learning models were developed a century ago by
experimental psychology researchers
who analysed the training of animals

“We generate mathematical
models from very simple ingredients,
taken from animal and human learning
processes, to enable computers to learn
from experience.”
RÉMI MUNOS (INRIA Lille – Nord Europe Research Center) is
a statistical and reinforcement learning theorist and a cognitive
science expert. He is co-leading the SEQUEL team jointly set
up at Lille 1 and Lille 3 Universities, the École centrale de Lille
and the CNRS.
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conditioned by rewards. At the end of
the 1970s, neuroscience researchers
realised that certain neuronal models
(synaptic weights update rules) are
identical to those concerning reinforcement of behaviours leading to
satisfaction in animals. A theory of
reinforcement learning was born out
of this interdisciplinary encounter and
developed thereafter in the artificial
intelligence ﬁeld, and particularly in
Machine Learning.
“Mathematical analysis of learning
abilities can be used to tackle a large
variety of problems concerning decision-making in an uncertain and complex environment: from games (such as
Go or poker) and robotics to improved
control of chemical processes,” specified Rémi Munos. “The advantage is
that one does not have to program this
or that speciﬁc problem any more, but
rather the mechanisms that will learn
to solve them.”
The researchers have demonstrated
the benefit of this approach for
dealing with extremely complex
problems, such as the game of Go,
by developing some of the world’s

© ANDREW BROWN

The game of poker calls for
decision-making in an uncertain
world with hidden information.

best software. The game of poker
is another remarkable learning
challenge.

PERMANENT RESEARCHERS,
7 PHD STUDENTS,
3 POST PHD.

Learning from experience
Poker is about making decisions
while facing uncertainty and hidden
information, for instance, the cards in
your opponent’s hand. The team also
takes on industrial cases, such as that
of Naskeo Environnement, a start-up
developing a process for cleaning up
wastewater to produce biogas. The
researchers are attempting to automate and optimize this difﬁcult process. The biochemical models are
rough versions at this point, the data
is scarce and the system can only be
partially observed. “When you do not
know how to model or simulate a controller in a precise way, the only possible alternative is often to learn from
experience,” explained Rémi Munos,
“and that can lead to very interesting
results!” The field of application for
reinforcement learning is wider than
ever before. N
*Joint team, see Partnerships p. 58.

“THIS TYPE OF APPLICATION WOULD
NEVER HAVE OCCURRED TO US!”
PIERRE-ARNAUD COQUELIN is the Manager of Vekia, the start-up
he set up in March 2008 while working on his thesis as part of
the SEQUEL team. Rooted in SEQUEL, this ﬂedgling ﬁrm designs
innovative software for supermarket retailers and commerce.

Vekia originated during a family dinner between
an IT manager for the supermarket chain Auchan
and a PhD student supervised by Manuel Davy, CNRS
research manager of the SEQUEL team. They worked
together for a year in 2007 and together ﬁnalised
a method of predicting customer trafﬁc that
has straightaway generated the interest of some
15 distribution companies. Predicting the necessary
personnel scheduling requires highly effective software
capable of using the business’ available data (in our case,
the sales slips), the different employment contracts
and legal restrictions. Our software improves the
productivity of the cash registers by 3% to 5% and above
all reduces the time customers have to wait in line. We
are continuing our research with INRIA for this particular
application and others, such as for stock management.
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New hybrid computing architectures, based on graphics cards used for video games,
should play a major role in accelerating the power of supercomputers. Researchers
of the MESCAL* team are evaluating the performance of such architectures
for nanoscience simulations. Their work represents a unique collaboration between
physical chemists and computer scientists.

oadrunner. This is the code
name of the world’s most
powerful computer. What sets it apart
is its hybrid architecture combining
conventional, general-purpose processors with PlayStation 3 graphic
processors, which display images on
the screen one hundred times faster
than general-purpose processors.
They can also speed up computation.
For two years, these architectures
have been developing non-stop, and
high-performance computing users
are very eager to start using them in

their advanced computer simulations
for industry (nuclear, aeronautics,
automotive, etc.), research (meteorology, climatology, chemistry, materials) and even ﬁnance.
In France in April 2009, the computer
manufacturer Bull is scheduled to
install the first European hybrid
supercomputer (300 teraflops, i.e.
300,000 billion operations per second)
at the CEA’s research and technology
computing center in Bruyères-leChâtel. Funded by the national highperformance computing organization,

“A framework agreement in partnership
with the CEA was signed in March 2008,
one aspect of which involves
nanosimulation. Our research is directly
aligned with these objectives.
This speciﬁc application gives us
the ability to test dimensioning methods
on hybrid architectures.”
JEAN-FRANÇOIS MÉHAUT (INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes
Research Center), professor at Joseph-Fourier University (Grenoble), is involved in the MESCAL
team, which brings together researchers from INRIA, CNRS, the Institut national polytechnique
de Grenoble, and Joseph-Fourier and Pierre-Mendès-France Universities (Grenoble).
They design software solutions dedicated to large-scale distributed architectures for science
and technology applications.
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GENCI (Grand équipement national de
calcul intensif), it will be used by
researchers in a number of fields,
including the physical sciences. As the
materials become progressively smaller, research needs in computing
power are increasing, speciﬁcally for
nanomaterials, for which the simulations are being done at the finest
scale, that of electrons. Physicists are
developing ad hoc codes, but they have
difficulties understanding the complexity of these new architectures.
“Our main role is to provide expertise
for adapting their simulation codes to
these hybrid architectures,” explained
Jean-François Méhaut from MESCAL,
a team specialised in evaluating and
predicting the performance of largescale computing infrastructures.
To optimize use of the supercomputer,
researchers are going to apply their
evaluation models to a hybrid architecture, which is generally shared between
several applications. “By using prediction models, we are trying to determine
how many processors a nanosimulation
needs and for how long,” noted JeanFrançois Méhaut. The researchers are
currently working on a small 20-teraﬂop

INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes
Research Center hybrid
computing cluster.

z coordinate (nm)

Strain ﬁeld in z

HREM

Atomistic stimulation

Direct comparison, by simulation-experimentation at the atomic
scale, of the optical properties of a gallium nitride nanocrystal
in an aluminium nitride nanowire.

computer, on which they are sharing and adapting these computer
codes, evaluating their performance
and modeling their behaviour. They
can then predict simulation time with
other nanomaterials and other data.
What are the main obstacles? “The ﬁrst
international standards for programming languages dedicated to these graphic processors were recently released,”
replied Jean-François Méhaut. “The
simulation codes must now be adapted.
In terms of the algorithms, we have to
decide which calculations to do with
the general-purpose processors and
which to do using the graphic processors. Finally, communication between
these two types of processors must
be optimized.” These developments
are conducted in close collaboration between the three main partners
— INRIA, the CEA and Bull — in continuation of the European BigDFT project, and as part of the new ProHMPT
project funded by the French National Research Agency. They also have
potential applications in many other
areas, such as the oil industry. N
* Joint team, see Partnerships p. 60.

PERMANENT RESEARCHERS
AND PROFESSOR-RESEARCHERS ,
2 OUTSIDE PARTNERS,
19 PHD STUDENTS, 1 POST PHD,
2 ASSOCIATE ENGINEERS.

“WE NEED INRIA’S KNOW-HOW TO
EXPLOIT HYBRID ARCHITECTURES”
THIERRY DEUTSCH, an engineer-researcher at the CEA atomic
science simulation laboratory in Grenoble, has been working for a year
and a half with the MESCAL team on nanomaterials simulation.

Developing nanomaterials is particularly difﬁcult and
complex, which explains why it is important to predict
their properties before designing them and to model
the impact of manufacturing them as realistically
as possible. To achieve this, we have developed
simulation codes based on ab initio methods, with
a physical description of the phenomena at the atomic
scale. This computer aided-design requires enormous,
massively parallel computing capacities. These codes
are not suitable for hybrid architectures, which have
tens or even hundreds of particularly fast graphic
cards and make it possible to multiply computation
power. Several adaptations are planned to exploit
performance as effectively as possible, which is the
subject of our partnership with MESCAL.
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At the interface of Structural Biology and Bio-informatics, molecular
modeling aims, among other things, at predicting the stability and
speciﬁcity of protein complexes, which are the base of multiple biological
phenomena. For this purpose, the ABS team develops original algorithmic
methods which are meant to complement commonly-used physics-based methods.

rotein complexes, which are paramount to most biological processes, such as the immune response,
cell replication or oxygen transport,
are assemblies of proteins ranging in
number from two to several hundred.
Knowing the structure of each protein
and the ﬁnal complex is a major focus
in biology, but also in drug design
where molecules “repairing” faulty
proteins are being developed. What do
we know about the geometry of pro-

teins? Very little. We know the atomic
structure of only 40,000 proteins and
4,000 complexes, as opposed to
approximately 100 million already
identified protein sequences. These
structures, i.e. the position of the
atoms, are determined by biophysics
methods such as X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance.
They are listed in the Protein Data
Bank. Until recently, modeling of protein complexes at the atomic scale

“The pluridisciplinary aspect
of this project is fundamental.
We look forward to demonstrating
the advantage of using applied
mathematics and computer science
in structural biology — a ﬁeld where
the culture is essentially biophysical
and experimental.”
FRÉDÉRIC CAZALS (INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée
Research Center) is an agronomics engineer who decided to study theoretical computer
science and computational geometry before recently returning to structural biology, an area
in which he is now an expert known for his geometric modeling contributions. Working
with the team he set up at ABS, he combines algorithmics and structural biology.
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used those experimental results and
the physics of interactions (such as
the polarity or hydrophobicity of
amino acids, the basic protein components). This approach is only reliable
in a limited number of cases, with
proteins that distort very little while
assembling or when a similar system
is known. The formation of protein
complexes is in fact a difﬁcult combinatorial problem, given the number of
possible conformations. The problem
is thus far from being solved.
The researchers in the ABS team propose an original approach. “Instead of
basing protein interaction modeling only
on physical phenomena,” explained
ABS team leader Frédéric Cazals,
“we develop multiscale geometric
approaches, both in the static and
dynamic settings. We identify characteristic geometric parameters to describe
proteins and protein–protein complexes.” For static modeling, researchers mainly use Voronoï models and
related constructions, which are central in computational geometry. This
original approach serves to ﬁne-tune

1

3

2

Choosing conformers for protein–protein docking. Illustration 1 shows 100 conformers
of a ﬂexible loop. Illustrations 2 and 3 present 10 loops selected by a standard algorithm
and by an algorithm based on maximisation of the occupied volume. This latter criterion
guarantees an enhanced geometric diversity, thus fostering docking.

PERMANENT RESEARCHERS,
1 PHD STUDENT,
1 POST PHD,
OUTSIDE SPECIALISTS IN
BIOPHYSICS AND ALGORITHMICS.

Geometric modeling
of the interface of an enzymatic
complex (one of the two partners
is displayed): shown in blue
are the Voronoï tiles of the
peripheral atoms;
the Voronoï tiles
of the central atoms
are shown in red.

certain biophysical considerations,
such as the shape of proteins and
assemblies, the location of critical
amino acids at interfaces, or the
dynamics of the solvent.

A new area of interest:
protein ﬂexibility
In the realm of dynamics the recent
focus is on protein ﬂexibility: “To predict folding or deformation of a protein
during its assembly, we investigate collective coordinates accounting for large
amplitude changes. We are using algorithmic techniques of ‘dimensionality
reduction’ for this purpose," explained
Frédéric Cazals.
But how can we be sure that the
predictions correspond to biological
reality, that they are reliable? By validating them in silico based on experimental data in the Protein Data Bank,
where such exists. Otherwise they are
validated by experiments, by measuring affinity and reaction kinetics for
example, or by mutating certain amino
acids to verify their critical role. N

“OUR COMPLEMENTARY SKILLS
ARE AN UNDENIABLE ASSET”
JOËL JANIN, professor emeritus in Biophysics in Orsay, has been
working with Frédéric Cazals’ team since 2004. Since the 1970s,
he has believed in the beneﬁts of using computer sciences
in structural biology.

When we tried to use structural crystallography
data to ﬁnd general geometric rules in structural
biology thirty years ago, the quantity of data was
insufﬁcient and the IT tools unsuitable. Since 2000,
this geometric approach has made a comeback.
I really believe in it and today’s tools live up to
the task. Nevertheless, it has taken Frédéric Cazals
and I a while to really speak the same language.
It was writing an article together that helped us.
He wanted to test his method of interface deﬁnition
between two proteins: we had to understand the
content of his software and correct certain aspects
concerning biophysics. Now we even teach courses
together at Orsay and his team at INRIA recruited
one of our PhD students.
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Located across the whole
of France, the eight INRIA
research centers embody the
very essence of the Institute.
Working closely with local
players, the centers all
implement a policy that strives
for scientiﬁc excellence and
innovation. Open to Europe
and the entire world, they are
all dedicated to research of
the very highest calibre in ICST,
a ﬁeld which is having an
ever-increasing impact on
our daily lives.
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INRIA

THREE QUESTIONS FOR

JEAN ROMAN

BORDEAUX
SUD-OUEST
stablished on 1 January 2008,
INRIA’s Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest
Research Center was officially
inaugurated on 17 January. A framework agreement with the University of
Bordeaux PRES (Research and Higher
Education Cluster) and a partnership
agreement with the Aquitaine Regional
Council were signed on the same day.
“2008 was a very eventful year,” stated
Claude Kirchner, the Center’s Director. “We had to recruit and train people
while assimilating local and INRIA procedures. This was a year of challenges
successfully met thanks to the dedication
of all our staff.” For the time being, the
Center does not have its own premises.
“We are dispersed over at least six sites
and hosted by our university partners in
Bordeaux and Pau. With the construction
of the INRIA building, some ten projectteams and the Center’s support services
will be in place there by 2011.” However, there is no question of waiting for
this deadline to kick off projects and
establish collaborative initiatives. “Our
teams’ scientiﬁc expertise has resulted in

E

Scientiﬁc Deputy,
Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest

numerous contracts with major groups
such as Thales, Total and EADS and our
links with local SMEs are increasing rapidly. Based on INRIA’s national policy, our
approach consists, moreover, in offering our partners the opportunity to share
transfers concerning all our computer science and applied mathematics research.”
The Center also develops its contacts
with local business incubators and participates in the Region’s competitiveness
clusters, namely Aerospace Valley and
Route des Lasers. “We have just settled
in, now we need to invest more in our promoting our activity,” emphasised Claude
Kirchner. This launch year has nevertheless already achieved results and bodes
well for the Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest
Research Center’s promising future. N

270

STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING
235 SCIENTISTS.
15 PROJECT-TEAMS.

What is Bordeaux’ main area
of research?
Intensive calculus and digital
simulation have always been a
mainstay here with the latter being
widely used in the Region’s
industries. INRIA has contributed
to developing all the skills necessary
to carry out simulations capable of
meeting major scientiﬁc challenges.
So we could say that this is
an obvious setting for INRIA?
Yes, but we also work in
other areas: visualisation,
interactivity, behavioural robotics,
telecommunications, computational
linguistics and bioinformatics.
We would also like to have projectteams working in the ﬁeld of
security. All this is coming together
within the framework of close
cooperation with our Bordeaux PRES
partners and the University of Pau
et des Pays de l’Adour.
Is cross-disciplinary
research easy?
A lot of tenacity is necessary to
apply a multidisciplinary approach
throughout the whole sequence from
modeling and high-performance
software design to full-scale,
application-speciﬁc validation.
INRIA’s project-team model provides
the ideal context for fostering this
scientiﬁc synergy.

“Recruiting the best students is a key objective. While INRIA expertise is
recognised worldwide, we also need to be attractive at national and European
levels. Our interface with the academic world is signiﬁcant with 80 PhD
candidates as part of our teams, a large number of our researchers teaching
at Bordeaux and Pau and combined teaching-research staff also involved
in our teams. As an Associate Member of the University of Bordeaux’s PhD
School for Mathematics and Computer Science, we participate in events such
as the French Science Festival and the INGENIB forum organized by the
Bordeaux engineering schools. ”
CLAUDE KIRCHNER, Director, INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest
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“True, INRIA’s Lille Research Center has only recently been
established, but it offers opportunities for developing new links
between the industrial world and research. Everyone — economic
players, universities and local authorities — recognises
and welcomes INRIA’s signiﬁcant involvement in this respect.
Beyond their excellence and scientiﬁc visibility, INRIA and its
Lille – Nord Europe Research Center are therefore believed
to play a signiﬁcant role in society. ”
MAX DAUCHET, Director, INRIA Lille – Nord Europe

INRIA

THREE QUESTIONS FOR

LILLE
NORD EUROPE
n a Region which continues to suffer from a deficit of private-sector research and major national
research centers, the INRIA Lille –
Nord Europe Research Center was
welcomed enthusiastically by socioeconomic players and the regional
authorities. As Max Dauchet, the Center’s Director, explained, “Apart from
the international renown linked to the
institute’s scientiﬁc excellence, the Center
is recognised as a real source of network
development.” As such, it is a bridge
between the Haute-Borne scientific
ecosystem (with its main location on
the fringes of the University of Lille 1)
and Euratechnologies, a new Lille area
dedicated to ICT companies, where it
has developed a demonstration, transfer and activity platform. In addition to
which, INRIA is developing increased
(inter)action with businesses particularly via its competitiveness clusters.
“We also provide scientiﬁc leadership for
projects emanating from the industrial
world,” said Max Dauchet, “such as the
ICTF fair intitiated by the PICOM, Minatec

I

and SCS clusters or the EuraRFID center
for contactless technologies supported
by the local authorities.” INRIA is also
involved in promoting science to all
types of public, showcasing ICST at different events (French Innovation Night,
Research Night or Science Festival). At
the same time, the Center is developing synergy with universities and
schools. “In 2008, we set up framework
agreements with each of our partners and
we would like to contribute to the training
available in these institutions.” The Center
obviously takes advantage of its location to establish cross-border links. In
addition to Amsterdam’s CWI, it also
works in conjunction with Imperial College London on medical simulators
and with major institutions in Belgium
for software engineering. N
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STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING
230 SCIENTISTS. 10 PROJECT-TEAMS.

DAVID SIMPLOT-RYL
Scientiﬁc Deputy,
Lille – Nord Europe

What are the Center’s priorities?
The ﬁrst concerns “designing
software infrastructure
and interfaces for ambient
intelligence”. Our second priority
is understanding living organizms.
And ﬁnally, we are working
on modeling and simulating
phenomena involving disciplines
other than biology.
Could you name some key projects?
The SEQUOIA project-team is
working on genome sequencing
analysis which involves huge
databases. In fact, the results
greatly surpass the biologists’
initial hopes. ALCOVE concerns
simulation and modeling of more
or less difﬁcult surgical operations
with a force-feedback system;
it is also developing a touch screen
capable of simulating different
textures on contact.
These two examples involve other
scientiﬁc disciplines. Is it difﬁcult
to initiate cross-disciplinary links?
We need to use the same
vocabulary but also, to have
the same level of requirements.
The process is always complicated
in the beginning, with everyone
focusing on their own discipline
and jargon. But in the long run,
it proves to be a necessary and
highly rewarding investment.
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“Having become autonomous only recently, the Center is characterised by its
youth due the relatively young average age of its researchers. We have indeed
run an extensive recruitment campaign over the past four years but the fact
is that INRIA Saclay is exceptionally motivating and attractive. We have a high
number of PhD students here since they currently number 150 compared to
nearly 120 permanent staff. They are a source of considerable vitality. The Center
actively promotes the sciences through numerous activities with young people,
more particularly with the Ile-de-France education authorities.”
MICHEL BIDOIT, Director, INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France

INRIA

THREE QUESTIONS FOR

SACLAY
ILE-DE-FRANCE
fter a five-year incubation period
with INRIA Futurs, the INRIA
Saclay – Ile-de-France Research
Center was established in 2008. “During
this period, we developed contacts with
higher education and research players
located on the Saclay plateau,” said Michel
Bidoit, the Center’s Director. These contacts resulted in the creation of 25 joint
research teams, many of them hosted by
partner laboratories. These links were
enhanced in 2008 by framework agreements signed with ENS Cachan and
the Ecole Centrale Paris, with others
to follow shortly. Thus, in the context of
Digiteo RTRA, INRIA’s Saclay – Ile-deFrance Research Center contributes to
increased scientiﬁc cooperation between
the Saclay plateau ICST players, namely
CNRS (France’s National Center for Scientific Research), CEA (French Atomic
Energy Commission), École polytechnique,
Supélec, the University of Paris-Sud 11,
ENS Cachan and the École centrale Paris.
The Center develops links with business, notably through the System@tic
Paris-Région competitiveness cluster.

A
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“We mainly cooperate with large industrial
groups such as Dassault, EADS, France
Télécom, Thales, EDF and Alcatel,” said
Michel Bidoit. “Our links with SMEs need
to be improved and this is precisely the goal
of the Campus and Digiteo programmes.”
The Center prides itself in the quality and
vitality of its research, as demonstrated,
for instance, by the recognition of one
of its researchers, Serge Abiteboul, for
his research on web-distributed databases. Elected to the French Academy of
Sciences, he was also awarded the very
competitive European Research Council
Advanced Grant. “Our young researchers
have also been rewarded for the quality of
their work, with the award of a ﬁrst prize in
2007 and two second prizes in 2008 by the
Specif organization for their theses.” N

380

STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING
320 SCIENTISTS. 19 PROJECT-TEAMS.

CHRISTINE PAULIN
Scientiﬁc Deputy, Saclay – Ile-de-France

What is the Center’s focus?
Our main research topics are:
software security and reliability,
high-performance calculation
and web-distributed data
and modeling, simulation and
optimization of complex systems.
Do you have any multidisciplinary
teams?
For instance, PARIETAL at the NeuroSpin
laboratory (CEA) deals with statistical
geometry analysis of brain function
(Applied Mathematics, Computer
Science and Neuroscience). At the École
centrale Paris, GALEN studies organ
modeling and DIGIPLANTE, plant growth
in partnership with the CIRAD (French
center for development-oriented
agricultural research). The DEFI (shape
identiﬁcation) and COMMANDS (dynamic
system optimization) teams participate
in the Mathematical Modeling and
Digital Simulation international chair
inaugurated in 2008 in partnership with
the École polytechnique and the EADS
Foundation, concerning various ﬁelds.
How are the other disciplines
integrated?
INRIA has always encouraged crossdisciplinary research (in Mathematics,
Automation and Computer science) and
partnerships. We are also supported
by other structures (PRES UniverSud,
ParisTech and RTRA Digiteo) promoting
multidisciplinary research.

INRIA
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PARIS
ROCQUENCOURT
or the INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt
Research Center, 2008 was a year
that saw much greater interaction with its main university partners.
“With four joint project-teams already
active, CNRS (France’s National Center
for Scientiﬁc Research), the ENS in Paris
and the Center decided to establish two
more,” said Antoine Petit, INRIA ParisRocquencourt Director: “ABSTRACTION
in the ﬁeld of model checking by abstract
interpretation and CASCADE in the field
of cryptology.” A framework agreement
was signed with the University of ParisDiderot. “We have established a second
joint project-team, ALAPAGE, dealing with
linguistic issues and a third is being examined, P1-R2, dealing with proof languages
and programmes.” A framework agreement with the École nationale des ponts
et chaussées is about to be signed and
another is in preparation with the Pierreet-Marie-Curie University. In addition,
Antoine Petit added that, “the Center is
already closely involved in these institutions’ academic programmes, participating in their main Masters programmes in

F

Computer Science and Applied Mathematics.” This involvement has ofﬁcially
been extended to include the PhD
schools, taking advantage of the new
measures that have come into force.
“We have been asked to become a partner
institution to two PhD schools, Sciences
mathématiques de Paris and EDITE
(information and communication science
and technology).” In addition to all these
academic partnerships, in December
2008 the Center participated in the
RobotCité project at the Cité des sciences
et de l’industrie (Paris Science Museum),
demonstrating cybercars, small urban
vehicles of the future, to a public comprising researchers, industrialists and
artists. N
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BRUNO SALVY
Scientiﬁc Deputy, Paris – Rocquencourt

What are the Center’s priorities?
To foster the emergence of
ﬁrst-class researchers! To support
this choice, the Center has
determined its priorities: modeling
living organizms and the
environment, communication
systems and networks and, lastly,
software security.
The ﬁrst priority clearly indicates
the Center’s cross-disciplinary
approach…
Yes indeed, several teams cooperate
with biologists and doctors. I’m
referring to the BANG team, which
models bacterial colony and cancer
cell growth. The CONTRAINTE team
works on the protein creation cycle
and several teams work together
on modeling the human heart.
Biology is not the only concern:
for example, the CLIME team works
on forecasting ozone peaks.
And so cooperation with other
scientiﬁc disciplines is inevitable?
It is essential for enabling these
other scientiﬁc disciplines
to progress. However, it should
not be forgotten that numerous
fundamental issues remain to be
clariﬁed within each discipline.

STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING
MORE THAN 400 SCIENTISTS.
34 PROJECT-TEAMS.

“For the very ﬁrst time, the INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt
Research Center was evaluated as such in 2008 by
the brand new AERES (France’s national Agency
for the Evaluation of Research and Higher Education).
The evaluation visit conﬁrmed the center’s overall
excellence, born out by some remarkable success stories.
This resulted in the highest possible mark, A+, and we are
delighted that the quality of research at our Center has thus
been recognised.”
ANTOINE PETIT, Director, INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt
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GUILLAUME HANROT

NANCY
GRAND EST
n its position at the heart of
Europe, the INRIA Nancy – Grand
Est Research Center is ideally
located for forging cross-border links.
It has established partnerships with
the University of Nancy and the
CNRS, France’s National Center for
Scientific Research, which result
more specifically in joint projectteams within a mixed research unit,
LORIA (Lorraine Research Laboratory
in Computer Science and Applications). It is also a partner of Nancy’s
Elie-Cartan Institute. Other joint
teams have been set up in Metz, with
the Paul-Verlaine University as well
as in Strasbourg and Besançon. “Discussions are in progress to develop
these partnerships,” said Karl Tombre,
Director of the Nancy Center. In addition to this regional cooperation,
INRIA’s Nancy – Grand Est Research
Center has signed a research agreement with Saarbrück and its center
of excellence in Computer Science
(University and Max-Planck-Institut
für Informatik). “We exchange ideas at

I

Scientiﬁc Deputy, Nancy – Grand Est

the scientiﬁc level and contribute to a
joint PhD school. In the long run, we
hope to establish a joint project-team.”
The Center is also keeping a close
eye on the emergence of the neighbouring University of Luxemburg
where the priorities in Computer Science are similar. “We have already had
some interesting discussions and have
co-supervised our first PhD theses.”
Moreover, the Center can pride itself
on supporting numerous innovative
businesses in their development. “For
example, RealTime Work to name just
the most recent. It is essential for these
businesses to develop, if they are to be
of real beneﬁt to Lorraine,” concluded
Karl Tombre. N

450

STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING
MORE THAN 350 SCIENTISTS.
23 PROJECT-TEAMS.

“Lorraine is renowned above all for its industry
but we work with SMEs. The Center is associated
with the MIPI competitiveness cluster (innovative
materials for smart products) and after all,
we contribute to the whole Region’s research
efforts. And so we work with the Alsace –
Franche-Comté automotive cluster on vehicles
of the future and we are more and more involved
in activity at the Alsace BioValley cluster.”
KARL TOMBRE, Director, Nancy – Grand Est
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What are the Center’s major research
branches?
Primarily, safety and security since we
have established the ﬁrst civil high
security laboratory. Then we have a
modeling, interaction and simulation
section, an automatic language and
knowledge processing section and
ﬁnally, a third branch dealing with
analysis, optimization and monitoring.
Linguistics, modeling… Nancy teams
are multidisciplinary!
The omnipresence of ICST in our daily
life gives rise to a constantly growing
number of applications. And while
connections with linguistics go back
a long way and are well-established,
links with the Life Sciences are now
developing rapidly, particularly in
various specialised medical ﬁelds.
And we should remember the Center’s
valuable links with physicists
at CEA Cadarache in the context
of the ITER project.
How does one ensure that such
cooperation is successful?
There is no magic formula. First of all,
each of the two partners needs to learn
a minimum amount of information about
the other. To understand what is
pertinent to the ﬁeld of application and
on the contrary, understand what
Computer Science can really do. It’s
basic groundwork but the main thing is
to set up true interaction to establish
constructive cooperation.

“The Rennes Center is an administrator of the Images & Réseaux
competitiveness cluster and is involved in its operation and in setting
up projects. In 2008, a new programme for the coming three years
was launched, with particular emphasis on the following three
key objectives: substantial visibility on the international scene,
contributing to SME development with a robust technology transfer
policy and close involvement in developing the Internet of the future.
It so happens that the Center’s goals are in line with the cluster’s.
PATRICK BOUTHEMY, Director, Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique

INRIA

THREE QUESTIONS FOR

RENNES
BRETAGNE ATLANTIQUE

THOMAS JENSEN

ith sites in Rennes, Nantes and
Lannion, 2008 was a year of
several important events concerning INRIA’s Rennes – Bretagne
Atlantique Research Center regional
environment. “We signed framework
agreements with our ﬁve higher education
partners,” explained Patrick Bouthemy,
Center Director. “On 29 May 2008, we
signed a tripartite agreement between
INRIA, the University of Nantes and the
École des mines in Nantes and then on 24
October, we signed three bipartite framework agreements with the University of
Rennes 1, the INSA de Rennes and the
Brittany branch of ENS Cachan.” In the
context of the latter, the Center is a privileged partner of IRISA, an INRIA associate laboratory. In 2008, it also ﬁnalised a
joint project-team in Applied Mathematics at IRMAR (Rennes Institute of Mathematical Research). “We also work with
INSERM (French National Institute for
Health and Medical Research) through our
joint VISAGES team for medical imaging.
And FLUMINANCE, a joint team with
CEMAGREFF (French National Institute of
Agriculture and Environmental Engineering)

W

in Rennes, will come into existence at the
beginning of 2009.” In addition, INRIA
should soon be an associate member of
the Brussels European University PRES
(Center for Research and Higher Education). The Center’s active participation in
the Images & Réseaux competitiveness
cluster, entering its second phase,
should also be mentioned. The Center
made substantial contributions to international events in 2008. “In November,
we participated in Supercomputing in Austin, USA, where we were responsible for
INRIA’s presence at the congress exhibition and showcased our research in the
ﬁeld of computing grids.” An innovation
this year was the European NEM summit Towards Future Media Internet organized in Saint- Malo in October. “This ﬁrst
NEM summit was a great success with
beneﬁcial interactions for start-ups stemming from the Center.” N

615

STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING
450 SCIENTISTS. 26 PROJECT-TEAMS.

Scientiﬁc Deputy,
Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique

Could you remind us of
the three strategic plan
priorities for the Center?
In the ﬁrst place, large-scale
management of networks and
distributed systems; then design
and validation of embedded
software; and ﬁnally, imaging in its
various applications and uses.
In what other disciplines
do the Rennes teams cooperate?
Mathematics, especially Statistics,
as well as the ﬁelds of Biology and
Health, and the Environment. The
VISAGES team working on medical
imaging includes clinicians.
The SYMBIOSE team modeling
biological mechanisms obviously
needs biologists. The SAGE team
works with the Rennes Institut de
géophysique (Geophysics Institute)
on hydrology issues and the
FLUMINANCE team works in
partnership with CEMAGREF on
image-based analysis of ﬂuid ﬂows
with meteorological applications.
In your view, what is
the greatest difﬁculty in
this type of cooperation?
Above all, it is important
to understand each participant’s
stakes and succeed in combining
the respective approaches
and this, depending on
the discipline concerned, may
require considerable effort!
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“Grenoble is where the GRAVIT (Grenoble Alpes Technological Development
and Innovation) consortium came into being in 2006, enabling us to
communicate not only with our usual partners but also with other academic
players in the Region. We have set up common procedures and a charter for
managing intellectual property. In my view, regional platforms foster the
sharing of knowledge and above all, the discovery and nurturing of
innovative technologies. While they are mainly useful for the scientiﬁc
community, they also serve the interests of the economic stakeholders.”
FRANÇOIS SILLION, Director, Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes

INRIA

THREE QUESTIONS FOR

GRENOBLE
RHÔNE-ALPES
NRIA’s Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes
Research Center, located in France’s
Computer Science capital, also boasts
a second site in Lyon. This is not a mere
sub-branch since a quarter of the Center’s staff works here. This distribution
leads to making the most of
developments throughout the whole
Region. “To begin with, we beneﬁt from
the available academic resources,” said
François Sillon, Director of the Grenoble
Center. “In addition to the Joseph-Fourier
University in Grenoble and the ClaudeBernard University in Lyon, we have several Grandes écoles among our partners:
Institut polytechnique de Grenoble, the
ENS and INSA in Lyon.” There are plans
to set up a PRES (Center for Research
and Higher Education) in Grenoble in
the near future for overall coordination
purposes. “To a large extent, our teams
work in several of these institutions with
which we share certain scientiﬁc strategies.” Since Grenoble is specialised in
microelectronics, the Region’s players
have established the PILSI cluster
(International Innovation Cluster in

I
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Software and Intelligent Systems), “The
MINATEC counterpart in the ﬁeld of software,” explained François Sillon. Its
main focus: communication between
miniature systems. The Center also
takes advantage of its location to work
closely with the CEA (French Atomic
Energy Commission), particularly with
its LETI laboratory, as well as with STMicroelectronics, with which it has
signed framework agreements. “CEA
and ST-Microelectronics have links with
INRIA as a whole but the Grenoble Center
is logically their main contact.” Finally,
the Grenoble location designates the
Center as a key participant in Forum 4i
for supporting business transfer and
development. N

600

STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING
500 SCIENTISTS. 24 PROJECT-TEAMS.

ALAIN VIARI
Scientiﬁc Deputy,
Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes

What does the Center focus on?
The Grenoble and Lyon sites
offer numerous scientiﬁc
opportunities. To begin with,
in the software ﬁeld (embedded,
components, monitoring) where
we would particularly like
to increase the connection with
hardware, i.e. to be involved
further upstream than we have
been so far. As for the “Modeling
and simulation” focus, this is
multidisciplinary by nature.
Could you give us some
examples?
It involves studying complex and
multiscale phenomena running
from geosciences (climatology)
to biology, medicine (genetic
networks, physiology) and
the design of nano-objects.
What are the conditions required
for seamless cross-disciplinary
research?
When the research area is well
deﬁned and the scientiﬁc
challenges properly identiﬁed,
cooperation with researchers
in other disciplines becomes
very productive. This is
successfully fostered by the
INRIA project-team system even
if time is required to adjust,
especially in terms of “jargon”
which need bringing into line.

THREE QUESTIONS FOR

INRIA

SOPHIA ANTIPOLIS
MÉDITERRANÉE
he twenty-fifth anniversary of
INRIA’s Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée Research Center was
marked by a 4,000 m² extension of its
premises in support of its ambitions
concerning excellence in ICST education, research and innovation. “In addition to a building dedicated to ofﬁces for
researchers and students, the Center now
boasts a 200-seat lecture hall. This will be
used for both educational programmes
and international scientific symposia.
There are also plans to build an area dedicated to robot experiments and a virtual
reality room, to be available for use by the
Region’s public- and private-sector partners as from next year,” explained Gérard
Giraudon, the Center’s Director. “This
building will be named after Gilles Kahn,
INRIA’s former Chairman and CEO.” This
extension demonstrates the Institute’s
growing foothold in Southeast France.
In particular, the Center contributes to
the Region’s competitiveness clusters:
SCS (world cluster), Pegase, PASS, Risques, Mer-Paca, Orpheme and Optitec,
while also participating in national

T

cluster projects. It also has an active
partnership policy with players in the
Mediterranean basin, contributing among
others to INRIA’s “EuroMéditerranée 3+3”
programme involving Algeria, Morocco,
Tunisia, Spain, Italy and France.
The Sophia Antipolis Research Center
has made a priority of promoting scientific literacy among young people. To
this end, it launched the “Participative
Science” project. “Thanks to this programme, 500 Year 12 pupils have met with
researchers and some ﬁfty groups have
already beneﬁted from the support of our
researchers in carrying out their TPEs
(personal research projects). It is also an
opportunity for organizing conferences in
upper secondary schools and carrying out
software projects with pupils.” N

500

STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING
400 SCIENTISTS. 30 PROJECT-TEAMS.

PHILIPPE NAIN
Scientiﬁc Deputy,
Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée

What will be your research
focus in the coming years?
We will be focusing on three main
topics: omnipresent communication
and calculation protocols so that
every machine in the world can
be used to carry out calculations
and for use with the Internet
of the future; digital medical
and biological systems, designing
models to better understand
how the human body works
for therapeutic purposes; and
modeling and interaction with
the real world, from transport
and energy systems to space
applications.
Modeling has been a major
focus for several years…
Indeed, for it is a means of
progressing in science. At Sophia,
we have been investing in
Life Sciences for ﬁfteen years.
Take our research concerning
digital plants: this demonstrates
what mathematical models
can do for botany.
How do you build multidisciplinary
teams?
They usually come together during
initial meetings on a given topic and
then motivation gives the incentive
for establishing a project team.
This cross-disciplinary action can
only further progress.

“In 2008, we signed a strategic partnership with the University
of Nice Sophia Antipolis. This involves a joint think tank
concerning scientiﬁc standpoints, development and
international policy. We have also stepped up our presence
in Montpellier by signing a partnership with the University
of Montpellier 2. By becoming an associate Member of the
Agropolis Fondation, INRIA is also active in research on digital
ecosystems and plants, setting up joint teams with the major
players in this area (INRA, Cirad and SupAgro Montpellier).”
GÉRARD GIRAUDON, Director, Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS,
COMPUTATION
AND SIMULATION

Stochastic Methods and Models

MAXPLUS(29) Max-plus algebras and

ASPI(8) Applications of interacting particle

mathematics of decision[AA]. INRIA Saclay –
Ile-de-France. Stéphane Gaubert.

systems to statistics[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
François Le Gland.
(34)

CQFD*

Computational models
and simulation
(23)

CALVI Scientiﬁc computation
and visualization[N]. INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Éric Sonnendrucker.
(35)

CONCHA*

Complex Flow Simulation Codes
based on High-order and Adaptive Methods[Q].
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest.
Roland Becker.

GAMMA Automatic mesh generation
and adaptation methods[A].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. Paul-Louis George.
IPSO(12) Invariant preserving solvers[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Philippe Chartier.

MC2(34) Modeling, control and computations[G].
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest. Thierry Colin.

MICMAC(7) Methods and engineering of multiscale computing from atom to continuum[J].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Claude Le Bris.

NACHOS(15) Numerical modeling and high
performance computing for evolution problems in
complex domains and heterogeneous media[C].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Stéphane Lanteri.

OPALE(15) Optimization and control, numerical
algorithms and integration of complex
multidiscipline systems governed by PDE[W].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée
& Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Jean-Antoine Desideri.
POEMS(6) Wave propagation: mathematical
[R]

analysis and simulation .
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. Patrick Joly.

SIMPAF(36) Simulation and modeling
for particles and ﬂuids[H].
INRIA Lille – Nord Europe.
Thierry Goudon.

SMASH(16) Simulation, modeling and analysis
of heterogeneous systems[Z].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Hervé Guillard/Richard Saurel.

TROPICS Program transformations
for scientiﬁc computing[C].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Laurent Hascoët.
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METALAU Methods, algorithms and software
[G]

Quality control and dynamic reliability .
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest. François Dufour.
(4)

MATHFI

[S]

Financial mathematics .
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. Agnès Sulem.

in automatic control[A].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. Maurice Goursat.

NECS(24) Networked controlled systems[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Carlos Canudas de Wit.

SISTHEM(8) Statistical Inference for structural
health monitoring[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Michèle Basseville.

TOSCA(20) To simulate and calibrate
stochastic models[X]. INRIA Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée & Nancy – Grand Est.
Denis Talay.

Optimization, Learning
and Statistical Methods

ALGORITHMICS,
PROGRAMMING,
SOFTWARE AND
ARCHITECTURE
Programs, Veriﬁcation and Proofs

optimization[H]. INRIA Lille – Nord Europe.
El-Ghazali Talbi.

ABSTRACTION(49) Abstract interpretation and
static analysis[A]. INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Patrick Cousot.

MISTIS(24) Modeling and inference of complex

CASSIS(21) Combination of approaches

DOLPHIN(36) Cooperative multi-criteria

and structured stochastic systems[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes. Florence Forbes.

REALOPT* Reformulations based algorithms

to the security of inﬁnite states systems[AB].
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Michaël Rusinowitch.

for combinatorial optimisation.
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest.
François Vanderbeck.

CARTE* Theoretical - adverse computations,
and safety.
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est. Jean-Yves Marion.

SELECT(28) Model selection in statistical
learning[F]. INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France.
Pascal Massart.

COMETE(29) Concurrency, mobility and

SEQUEL(38) Sequential Learning[H].

CONTRAINTES Constraint programming[A].

INRIA Lille – Nord Europe. Philippe Preux.

TAO(28) Machine learning and optimization[F].
INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France.
Marc Schoenauer.

Modeling, Optimization
and Control of Dynamic Systems

transactions[F]. INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France.
Catuscia Palamidessi.
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. François Fages.

EVEREST Environments for veriﬁcation and
security of software. INRIA Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée. Gilles Barthe.

GALLIUM Programming languages, types,
compilation and proofs[A].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. Xavier Leroy.

ALIEN(39) Algebra for digital identiﬁcation and
estimation[AC]. INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France
et Lille – Nord Europe. Michel Fliess.

LANDE(8) Software design and validation[B].

APICS Analysis and problems of inverse
type in control and signal processing[AC].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Laurent Baratchart.

MARELLE Mathematical, reasoning

BIPOP(24) Modeling, simulation and control

and applications[Z].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Gérard Boudol.

[E]

of non-smooth dynamical systems .
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Bernard Brogliato.

CORIDA(22) Robust control of inﬁnite dimensional
[M]

systems and applications .
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est. Marius Tucsnak.

INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Thomas Jensen.
and software[C]. INRIA Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée. Yves Bertot.

MIMOSA(42) Migration and mobility: semantics

MOSCOVA Mobililty, security, concurrence,
veriﬁcation and analysis[AA].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Jean-Jacques Lévy.

MOSEL(20) Proof-oriented development
of computer-based systems[D].
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est. Dominique Méry.

DART(36) Contributions of the data parallelism

GANG(3) Networks, graphs and algorithms[I].

to real-time[H]. INRIA Lille – Nord Europe.
Jean-Luc Dekeyser.

INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Laurent Viennot.

PARSIFAL(29) Proof search and reasoning
with logic speciﬁcations[F]. INRIA Saclay –
Ile-de-France. Dale Miller.

ESPRESSO(8) Synchronous programming for
the trusted component-based engineering
of embedded systems and mission-critical
systems[B]. INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Jean-Pierre Talpin.

HIPERCOM High performance communication[AA].

POPART(25) Programming languages, operating

MAESTRO(41) Models for the performance

PROVAL(45) Proofs of programs[F].
INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France. Christine Paulin.

SECSI(31) Security of information systems[P].
INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France.
Jean Goubault-Larrecq.

TYPICAL(29) Types, logic and computing[F].
INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France. Benjamin Werner.

Algorithms, Certiﬁcation,
and Cryptography
ALGORITHMS Algorithms[A].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. Philippe Flajolet.

ARENAIRE(26) Computer arithmetic[O].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Gilles Villard.
(20)

CACAO Curves, algebra, computer arithmetic,
and so on[D]. INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Guillaume Hanrot.
CASCADE(49) Construction and analysis of
systems for conﬁdentiality and authenticity of data
and entities[A]. INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
David Pointcheval.

GALAAD(15) Geometry, algebra, algorithms[C].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Bernard Mourrain.

GEOMETRICA Geometric computing[AF].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée
& Saclay – Ile-de-France.
Jean-Daniel Boissonnat.

SALSA(2) Solvers for algebraic systems and
[I]

applications . INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Fabrice Rouillier.

SECRET Security, cryptology and transmissions[A].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Anne Canteaut.

TANC(29) Algorithmic number theory for
cryptology[F]. INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France.
François Morain/Daniel Augot.

VEGAS(20) Effective geometric algorithms
for surfaces and visibility[D].
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est. Sylvain Lazard.

Embedded and Real Time Systems
AOSTE(15) Models and methods of analysis
and optimization for systems with real-time
and embedding constraints[V].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt & Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée. Robert De Simone.

INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. Philippe Jacquet.

MADYNES(20) Management of dynamic networks
and services[D]. INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Olivier Festor.

systems, parallelism, and aspects for real-time[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Alain Girault.

analysis and the control of networks[Y].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Philippe Nain.

S4(8) System synthesis and supervision,

MASCOTTE(15) Algorithms, simulation,
combinatorics and optimization for
telecommunications[C].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Jean-Claude Bermond.

scenarios[B]. INRIA Rennes –
Bretagne Atlantique. Benoît Caillaud.

TRIO(20) Real time and interoperability[D].
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Françoise Simonot-Lion.

VASY(24) System validation, research and
applications[E]. INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Hubert Garavel.

VERTECS(8) Veriﬁcation models and techniques
applied to testing and control of reactive systems[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Thierry Jéron.

Architecture and Compiling
ALCHEMY(28) Architectures, Languages and
Compilers to Harness the End of Moore Years[F].
INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France.
Olivier Temam.

PLANETE Protocols and applications for the
Internet[W]. INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée
& Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes. Walid Dabbous.
RAP Networks, algorithms and probabilities[A].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Philippe Robert.

RESO(27) Protocols and software for very
high-performance network[O].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Pascale Vicat-Blanc-Primet.
TREC(1) Theory of networks and
communications[I]. INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
François Baccelli.

CAPS(8) Compilation, parallel architectures and

Distributed Systems and Services

system[B]. INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
André Seznec.

ACES(8) Ambient computing and embedded

COMPSYS(26) Compilation and embedded
computing systems[O].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes. Alain Darte.

NETWORKS, SYSTEMS
AND SERVICES,
DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING
Networks and Telecommunications
DIONYSOS* Dependability, interoperability
and performance analysis of networks.
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Gerardo Rubino.

DISTRIBCOM(10) Distributed and iterative
algorithms in management and signal processing
for telecommunications[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Albert Benveniste.

systems[B]. INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Michel Banâtre.

ADAM(36) Adaptive Distributed Applications
and Middleware[H]. INRIA Lille – Nord Europe.
Laurence Duchien.

ADEPT(8) Algorithms for dynamic dependable
systems[B]. INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Michel Hurﬁn.
ARES(40) Architectures of networks of services[O].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Stéphane Ubeda.

ARLES Software architectures and distributed
systems[A]. INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Valérie Issarny.
ASAP(9) As scalable as possible: foundations
of large scale dynamic distributed systems[U].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique
& Saclay – Ile-de-France.
Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

ECOO(20) Environment for cooperation[D].
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Claude Godart.
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OASIS(15) Active objects, semantics, Internet
and security [C]. INRIA Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée. Denis Caromel.

PERCEPTION, COGNITION,
INTERACTION

BUNRAKU(43) Perception, decision and action

Vision, Perception
and Multimedia Understanding

EVASION(24) Virtual environments for animation
and image synthesis of natural objects[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Marie-Paule Cani.

OBASCO(13) Objects, aspects and components[K].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Pierre Cointe.
(32)

PHOENIX Programming language technology
for communication services[G].
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest. Charles Consel.
POPS(36) System and networking for portable
[H]

objects proved to be safe .
INRIA Lille – Nord Europe. David Simplot-Ryl.

REGAL(2) Large-scale distributed systems and
[I]

applications . INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Pierre Sens.

SARDES(25) System architecture for reﬂective

IN-SITU(28) Situated interaction[F].
INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France. Wendy Mackay.

IMEDIA Image and multimedia indexing,
browsing and retrieval[A].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. Nozha Boujemaa.
(24)

LEAR

[E]

Learning and recognition in vision .
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Cordelia Schmid.

IPARLA(32) Visualization and manipulation
of complex data on wireless mobile devices[G].
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest. Pascal Guitton.

REVES Rendering and virtual environments with
sound[C]. INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
George Drettakis.

distributed computing environments[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Jean-Bernard Stefani.

MAGRIT Visual augmentation of complex
environments [D]. INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Marie-Odile Berger.

TRISKELL(8) Reliable and efﬁcient component
based software engineering[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Jean-Marc Jézéquel.

PERCEPTION(24) Interpretation and Modeling

Distributed and
High Performance Computing

for observation of activity[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes. James Crowley.

ALGORILLE(20) Algorithms for the Grid[D].

PULSAR Perception, understanding learning

AXIS Usage-centered design, analysis and
improvement of information systems[V].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt & Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée. Brigitte Trousse.

systems for activity recognitionC].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Monique Thonnat.

DREAM(9) Diagnosing, recommending actions
and modeling [B]. INRIA Rennes –
Bretagne Atlantique. Marie-Odile Cordier.

intensive applications over wide scale
distributed platforms[G].
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest.
Olivier Beaumont.

QGAR(20) Querying graphics through analysis

EDELWEISS Exchanges, documents, extraction,
languages, Web, ergonomics, interactions,
semantics, servers[C]. INRIA Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée. Rose Dieng/Olivier Corby.

GRAAL(27) Algorithms and scheduling for

and communication[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Christine Guillemot.

INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Jens Gustedt.

CEPAGE*(32) Algorithmics for computationally

distributed heterogeneous platforms[O].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Frédéric Vivien.

GRAND-LARGE(46) Global parallel and distributed
computing[F]. INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France.
Franck Cappello.

MESCAL(24) Middleware efﬁciently scalable[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Bruno Gaujal.

MOAIS(25) Programming and scheduling design
for applications in interactive simulation[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Jean-Louis Roch.
(43)

PARIS

Programming distributed parallel
systems for large-scale numerical simulation[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Thierry Priol.
(32)

RUNTIME

Efﬁcient runtime systems
for parallel architectures[G].
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest.
Raymond Namyst.

SCALAPPLIX(47) Algorithms and high
performance computing for grand challenge
applications[G]. INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest.
Jean Roman.
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ARIANA(15) Inverse problems in earth
monitoring[C]. INRIA Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée. Josiane Zerubia.

of real and virtual humans in virtual environments
and impact on real environments[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Stéphane Donikian.
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(20)

of Images and Videos[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes. Radu Horaud.

PRIMA(25) Perception, recognition and integration

and recognition[D]. INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Salvatore-Antoine Tabbone.

TEMICS(8) Digital image processing, modeling

TEXMEX(9) Multimedia content-based indexing[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Patrick Gros.

VISTA(8) Spatio-temporal vision and learning[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Patrick Perez.
WILLOW(1) Models of visual object recognition
and scene understanding[I].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. Jean Ponce.

Interaction and Visualization

Knowledge and Data Representation
and Management
ATLAS(14) Complex data management in
distributed systems[K]. INRIA Rennes –
Bretagne Atlantique. Patrick Valduriez.

EXMO(25) Computer mediated exchange
of structured knowledge[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Jérôme Euzenat.

GEMO(28) Integration of data and knowledge
distributed over the Web[F].
INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France. Serge Abiteboul.
GRAVITE* Graph visualization and interactive
exploration. INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest.
Guy Melançon.

MAIA(20) Autonomous intelligent machine[D].
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
François Charpillet.

environment . INRIA Lille – Nord Europe.
Christophe Chaillou.

MOSTRARE(37) Modeling tree structures,
machine learning, and information extraction[H].
INRIA Lille – Nord Europe.
Rémi Gilleron.

ALICE(20) Geometry and lighting[D].

ORPAILLEUR(20) Knowledge representation,

ALCOVE(36) Collaborative interactive virtual
[H]

INRIA Nancy – Grand Est. Bruno Lévy.

ARTIS(24) Acquisition, representation and

reasoning[D]. INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Amedeo Napoli.

transformations for image synthesis[E].
INRIA Grenoble-Rhône-Alpes.
Nicolas Holzschuch.

SMIS(5) Secured and mobile information
systems[A]. INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Philippe Pucheral.

AVIZ Analysis and visualization[F].

WAM(25) Web, adaptation and multimedia[E].

INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France.
Jean-Daniel Fekete.

INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Vincent Quint.

Robotics
systems[C]. INRIA Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée. Patrick Rives.

MOISE(24) Modeling, observations, identiﬁcation
for environmental sciences [E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Éric Blayo.

COPRIN(7) Constraints solving, optimization

SAGE(8) Simulations and algorithms on Grids

AROBAS Advanced robotics and autonomous

CORTEX(20) Neuromimetic intelligence[D].
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Frédéric Alexandre.

DEMAR(17) Artiﬁcial movement
and gait restoration[L].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
David Guiraud.

and robust interval analysis(C].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Jean-Pierre Merlet.

for environment[A].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Jocelyne Erhel.

E-MOTION(24) Geometry and probability

Observation, Modeling and Control
for Life Sciences

INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Olivier Faugeras.

ANUBIS*(34) Tools of automatic control
for scientiﬁc computing, models and methods
in biomathematics[G].
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest. Jacques Henry.

VISAGES(11) Vision, action and information

for motion and action[E].
INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes.
Christian Laugier.

IMARA Informatics, mathematics and automation
for La Route Automatisée[A].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt. Michel Parent.

LAGADIC(8) Visual servoing in robotics, computer
vision, and augmented reality[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
François Chaumette.
and meaning: computational logic for natural
language[G]. INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest.
Christian Retoré.

Audio, Speech, and Language
Processing
(50)

ALPAGE Large-scale deep linguistic
processing[A]. INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Laurence Danlos.
CALLIGRAMME(20) Linear logic, proof networks
and categorial grammars [D].
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est. Philippe De Groote.

METISS(8) Speech and sound data modeling

BANG(1) Nonlinear analysis for biology
and geophysical ﬂows[R].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Benoît Perthame.

*Partner’s agreement pending.

resources[C].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Jean-Luc Gouzé.

DIGIPLANTE(48) Modeling plants growth
and plants architecture[F].
INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France. Philippe de Reffye.
MACS Modeling, analysis and control in
computational structural dynamics[A].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Dominique Chapelle.

MERE(18) Water resource modeling[L].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Claude Lobry.

and processing[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Frédéric Bimbot.

REO(2) Numerical simulation of biological ﬂows[R].

PAROLE(20) Analysis, perception and recognition

SISYPHE Signals and systems in physiology

INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Jean-Frédéric Gerbeau.

of speech[D]. INRIA Nancy – Grand Est.
Yves Laprie.

TALARIS(20) Natural language processing:
[D]

representation, inference and semantics .
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est. Patrick Blackburn.

COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES
FOR BIOLOGY, MEDICINE
AND THE ENVIRONMENT

& engineering[A]. INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Michel Sorine.

VIRTUAL PLANTS(19) Modeling plant
morphogenesis at different scales, from genes
to phenotype[L].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Christophe Godin.

Computational Biology
and Bioinformatics
ABS Algorithms, biology, structure[C].
INRIA Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée.
Frédéric Cazals.

HELIX(44) Computer science and genomics[AD].

Observation and Modeling
for Environmental Sciences
CLIME(7) Coupling environmental data and
simulation models for software integration[S].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Isabelle Herlin.

ESTIME Parameter estimation and modeling
in heterogeneous media[A].
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt.
Jérôme Jaffré.

MAGIQUE-3D

management system in health[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Christian Barillot.

COMORE(2) Modeling and control of renewable

SIGNES(33) Linguistic signs, grammar

(35)

ODYSSEE Computer and biological vision[V].

Advanced 3D numerical
modeling in geophysics[Q].
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest. Hélène Barucq.

INRIA Grenoble – Rhône-Alpes. Alain Viari.

SEQUOIA(37) Algorithms for large-scale
sequence analysis for molecular biology[H].
INRIA Lille – Nord Europe. Gregory Kucherov.

SYMBIOSE(8) Biological systems and models,
bioinformatics and sequences[B].
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne Atlantique.
Jacques Nicolas.

Computational Medicine
and Neurosciences
ASCLEPIOS Analysis and simulation
of biomedical images[C]. INRIA Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée. Nicholas Ayache.

Localizations
[A]
[B]
[C]
[D]
[E]
[F]
[G]
[H]
[I]
[J]
[K]
[L]
[M]
[N]
[O]
[P]
[Q]
[R]
[S]

Located in Rocquencourt
Located in Rennes
Located in Sophia Antipolis
Located in Nancy
Located in Grenoble
Located in Saclay
Located in Bordeaux
Located in Lille
Located in Paris
Located in Marne-la-Vallée
Located in Nantes
Located in Montpellier
Co-located in Nancy and Metz
Co-located in Nancy and Strasbourg
Located in Lyon
Located in Cachan
Located in Pau
Co-located in Rocquencourt and Paris
Co-located in Rocquencourt
and Marne-la-Vallée
[T] Co-located in Rocquencourt and Nancy
[U] Co-located in Rennes and Saclay
[V] Co-located in Sophia Antipolis
and Rocquencourt
[W] Co-located in Sophia Antipolis and Grenoble
[X] Co-located in Sophia Antipolis and Nancy
[Y] Co-located in Sophia Antipolis
and Montpellier
[Z] Co-located in Sophia Antipolis and Marseille
[AA] Co-located in Rocquencourt and Saclay
[AB] Co-located in Nancy and Besançon
[AC] Co-located in Saclay and Lille
[AD] Co-located in Lyon and Grenoble
[AF] Co-located in Sophia Antipolis and Saclay
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PROJECT-TEAMS ACTIVE IN 2008

(1) Joint project-team with École normale
supérieure de Paris
(2) Joint project-team with University
Pierre-et-Marie-Curie (Paris 6) and CNRS
(3) Joint project-team with University
Denis-Diderot (Paris 7) and CNRS
(4) Joint project-team with University
of Marne-la-Vallée, École nationale des ponts
et chaussées and CNRS
(5) Joint project-team with University
of Versailles Saint-Quentin and CNRS
(6) Joint project-team with École nationale
supérieure des techniques avancées and CNRS
(7) Joint project-team with École nationale
des ponts et chaussées
(8) Joint project-team with University
of Rennes 1 and CNRS
(9) Joint project-team with University
of Rennes 1, Institut national des sciences
appliquées de Rennes and CNRS
(10) Joint project-team with University
of Rennes 1, Institut national des sciences
appliquées de Rennes, École normale
supérieure de Cachan and CNRS
(11) Joint project-team with University
of Rennes 1, Inserm and CNRS
(12) Joint project-team with University
of Rennes 1, École normale supérieure
de Cachan and CNRS
(13) Joint project-team with École des mines
de Nantes and CNRS
(14) Joint project-team with University
of Nantes and CNRS
(15) Joint project-team with University
of Nice – Sophia Antipolis and CNRS
(16) Joint project-team with University
of Provence and CNRS
(17) Joint project-team with University
of Montpellier 1, Université des sciences
et techniques du Languedoc (Montpellier 2)
and CNRS
(18) Joint project-team with École nationale
supérieure agronomique de Montpellier
and Inra
(19) Joint project-team with Inra and Cirad
(20) Joint project-team with University
Henri-Poincaré (Nancy 1), University Nancy 2,
the Institut national polytechnique de Lorraine
and CNRS
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(21) Joint project-team with University
Henri-Poincaré (Nancy 1), University
Nancy 2, Institut national polytechnique
de Lorraine, University of Franche-Comté
and CNRS
(22) Joint project-team with University
Henri-Poincaré (Nancy 1), University Nancy 2,
the Institut national polytechnique de Lorraine,
University of Metz and CNRS
(23) Joint project-team with University
Henri-Poincaré (Nancy 1), University
Nancy 2, Institut national polytechnique
de Lorraine, University Louis-Pasteur
(Strasbourg 1) and CNRS
(24) Joint project-team with University
Joseph-Fourier (Grenoble 1), Institut national
polytechnique de Grenoble and CNRS
(25) Joint project-team with University
Joseph-Fourier (Grenoble 1), Institut national
polytechnique de Grenoble, University
Pierre-Mendès-France (Grenoble 2)
and CNRS
(26) Joint project-team with École normale
supérieure de Lyon and CNRS
(27) Joint project-team with University
Claude-Bernard (Lyon 1), École normale
supérieure de Lyon and CNRS
(28) Joint project-team with University Paris-Sud
(Paris 11) and CNRS
(29) Joint project-team with École polytechnique
and CNRS
(30) Joint project-team with École polytechnique,
University Paris-Sud (Paris 11) and CNRS
(31) Joint project-team with École normale
supérieure de Cachan and CNRS
(32) Joint project-team with University
Bordeaux 1, École nationale supérieure
d’électronique, informatique et
radiocommunications de Bordeaux and CNRS
(33) Joint project-team with University
Bordeaux 1, University Michelde-Montaigne (Bordeaux 3), École nationale
supérieure d’électronique, informatique et
radiocommunications de Bordeaux and CNRS
(34) Joint project-team with University
Bordeaux 1, University Victor-Segalen
(Bordeaux 2) and CNRS
(35) Joint project-team with Université de Pau
et des Pays de l’Adour and CNRS
(36) Joint project-team with Université des sciences
et technologies de Lille (Lille 1) and CNRS

(37) Joint project-team with Université des sciences
et technologies de Lille (Lille 1), University
Charles-de-Gaulle (Lille 3) and CNRS
(38) Joint project-team with Université des sciences
et technologies de Lille (Lille 1), University
Charles-de-Gaulle (Lille 3), École centrale
de Lille and CNRS
(39) Joint project-team with École polytechnique,
École centrale de Lille and CNRS
(40) Joint project-team with Institut national
des sciences appliquées de Lyon
(41) Joint project-team with Université des sciences
et techniques du Languedoc (Montpellier 2)
and CNRS
(42) Joint project-team with École des mines
de Paris and University of Provence
(43) Joint project-team with University
of Rennes 1, Institut national des sciences
appliquées de Rennes, École normale
supérieure de Cachan and CNRS
(44) Joint project-team with University
Claude-Bernard (Lyon 1) and CNRS
(45) Joint project-team with University Paris-Sud
(Paris 11), École polytechnique and CNRS
(46) Joint project-team with University Paris-Sud
(Paris 11), Université des sciences
et technologies de Lille (Lille 1) and CNRS
(47) Joint project-team with University
Bordeaux 1, University Victor-Segalen
(Bordeaux 2), École nationale supérieure
d’électronique, informatique et
radiocommunications de Bordeaux and CNRS
(48) Joint project-team with École centrale
and Cirad
(49) Joint project-team with École normale
supérieure de Paris and CNRS
(50) Joint project-team with University
Denis-Diderot (Paris 7)
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Michel Cosnard(1)
Chairman and CEO
Jean-Pierre Verjus(2)
Deputy Managing Director

Claude Kirchner(5)
INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest
Research center
François Sillion(6)
INRIA Grenoble –
Rhône-Alpes Research
center
Max Dauchet(7)
INRIA Lille – Nord Europe
Research center
Karl Tombre(8)
INRIA Nancy – Grand Est
Research center
Antoine Petit(9)
INRIA Paris – Rocquencourt
Research center
Patrick Bouthemy(10)
INRIA Rennes – Bretagne
Atlantique Research center
(11)

Michel Bidoit
INRIA Saclay – Ile-de-France
Research center
Gérard Giraudon(12)
INRIA Sophia Antipolis –
Méditerranée Research center

Sylvane Casademont(13)
Communication Department
(14)

Christian Serradji
Head Accountant

Malik Ghallab(3)
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
for Science
and Technology

Hervé Mathieu(4)
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
for Ressource
and Service Administration

Claude Puech(15)
Research Department

Muriel Sinanidès(23)
Human Resources
Department

Bernard Espiau(16) (interim)
Technological Development
Department
Bruno Sportisse(17)
Technology Transfer and
Innovation Department
Jean-Pierre Banâtre(18)
European Partnerships
Department
Dominique Sotteau(19)
International Relations
Department
(20)

Marc Berthod
Deputy Scientiﬁc Director
Hélène Kirchner(21)
Deputy Scientiﬁc Director

Daniel Naccache(24)
Administration, Finance
and Assets Department
Éric Gautrin(25)
Information Systems,
Infrastructure and Computer
Service Department
Renaud de Vernejoul(26)
HQ Administration
Department
Martin Wirsing(27)
Scientiﬁc board Chairman
Jean-Daniel Boissonnat(28)
Evaluation Committee
Chairman

Pascal Guitton(22)
Mission young researchers
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ORGANIZATION CHART AT JANUARY 1, 2009

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT
Michel Cosnard, Chairman and CEO of INRIA

MEMBER BY RIGHT
Arnold Migus, Managing Director of CNRS

GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVES
Élisabeth Barsacq, Under-Director of
Scientiﬁc Exchange and Research Department
in the Directorate General for Global Affairs,
Development and Partnerships Mobility
and Attractiveness Directorate

Stanislas Godefroy, Budget Directorate
Alain Dohet, Manager of the Technical Expertise
Center for Systems of Systems (Technical
Expertise Department, DGA)

Benoît Formery, Assistant Manager for
Components, Software and Professional
Electronics (Technology and Information Society
Department), DGE

Bernard Lorho, Scientiﬁc Consultant
for training at the Directorate General for Higher
Education
Brigitte Rozoy, Head of the mathematics/
ICST Sector at the “mathematics, physics,
nanotechnology, applications, security and ICST”
Department, DGRI

APPOINTED MEMBERS
Hubert Bouchet, Member of the Social and
Economic Council – Vice President of the French
National Commission for Computing & Freedom
(CNIL)

Christiane Schwartz
Jean Therme, Director of Technological
Research at the CEA, Director of the CEA center
in Grenoble
Dominique Vernay, Technical Director, Thales

ELECTED MEMBERS
Representative of Scientiﬁc and ETA personnel
Christine Eisenbeis
Fabrice Fenouil
Bernard Lang
Gérard Paget

Claire Dupas, Director of the École normale
supérieure de Cachan

CONSULTATIVE MEMBERS

Joëlle Gauthier, Vice President for Research
Louis Marrocco, Director of Communication
Media, Grenoble Town Council

Christian Serradji, INRIA Head Accountant
Jean-Paul Triballier, Financial Controller
Jean-Pierre Verjus, Deputy General Director
Martin Wirsing, Chairman of the Scientiﬁc

Olivier Piou, General Director of Gemalto

Board

Laurent Massoulié, Thomson
Manuel Samuelides, Onera
Isabelle Terrasse, EADS

Véronique Cortier
Julien Diaz
Mathieu Giraud
Nicolas Holzschuch
Juliette Leblond
Wendy Mackay
Stephan Merz
Pierre Saramito
Nicolas Sendrier
Monique Teillaud

and Innovation, Alcatel

Emmanuel Gabla, Head of the Technology
and Information Society Department, DGE

EVALUATION COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN
Jean-Daniel Boissonnat, Research Director,
INRIA

DEPUTY CHAIRMEN
Gérard Berry, Chief scientist,
Estérel Technologies

Guillaume Hanrot, Research Director, INRIA

APPOINTED MEMBERS
Non-INRIA
Elsa Angelini, Télécom Paris
Gérard Berry, Estérel Technologies
Jean-Yves Berthou, EDF
Anne Doucet, LIP6
Laurent Julliard, Minalogic
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INRIA
Jean-Daniel Boissonnat
Guillaume Hanrot
Thomas Jensen
Philippe Nain
Christine Paulin
Jean Roman
Davis Symplot-Ryl
Alain Viari

ELECTED MEMBERS
Researchers
Pierre-Alexandre Bliman
Philippe Chartier

ETA
Patricia Bournai
Christophe Demarey
Florian Dufour
Maxence Guesdon

SCIENTIFIC BOARD
PRESIDENT
Martin Wirsing, Professor, Institute
of Computer Science, Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversity, Munich

APPOINTED MEMBERS
Jean-François Abramatic, Vice President
for R&D, Ilog

Yolande Berbers, Professor, Katholic University
of Leuven (KUL)

Mike Brady, Professor, University of Oxford
Bernard Dubuisson, Scientiﬁc advisor, DGA
Anja Feldmann, Professor, TU Muenchen,
Institüt für Informatik

Gaston Gonnet, Professor, ETH, Zurich
Patrick Johnson, Director of Research
and Development, Dassault Systèmes
Jean-François Lavignon, Strategy Director,
Technology Software, Bull
Olivier Pironneau, Professor, Université
Pierre-et-Marie-Curie

David Sadek, Delegate Director for Research,
France Télécom

ELECTED MEMBERS
Representative of Scientiﬁc and ETA personnel
Paul-Louis George
Christine Leininger
André Seznec
Benjamin Werner

For information on INRIA:

www.inria.fr
The Annual Report (French or English version)
can be found at the following URL address:

http://www.inria.fr/inria/rapportannuel/ran.fr.html
http://www.inria.fr/inria/rapportannuel/ran.en.html
Scientiﬁc activity reports (in English) from the research
teams can be found at the URL:

http://www.inria.fr/rapportsactivite/index.en.html
The CDROM for all these is available on request from:
communication@inria.fr (stating your name and address)..
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